
To: Members of the 
LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE

Councillors Vanessa Allen, Tony Owen and Ian F. Payne

A meeting of the Licensing Sub-Committee will be held at Committee Room 1 - 
Bromley Civic Centre on WEDNESDAY 28 MARCH 2018 AT 10.00 AM

There will be a pre-meeting for Council Members and officers at 9.45am.

MARK BOWEN
Director of Corporate Services

A G E N D A

1   APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN FOR THE MEETING 

2   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Objections to the applications are referred to in the attached reports of the 
Director of Environmental Services.
The Chairman will request the names and addresses of those giving evidence 
together with the names of any representatives.

3   NEW APPLICATION FOR A PREMISES LICENCE FOR NOSTALGIA FEST 2018 
AT HAYES STREET FARM BR3 7LB 
Hayes and Coney Hall

BROMLEY CIVIC CENTRE, STOCKWELL CLOSE, BROMLEY BRI 3UH

TELEPHONE: 020 8464 3333 CONTACT: Steve Wood
stephen.wood@bromley.gov.uk

DIRECT LINE: 020 8313 4316
FAX: 020 8290 0608 DATE: 20 March 2018
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Report No. 
ES18033 

London Borough of Bromley 
 

PART ONE - PUBLIC 
 
 

 

   
Decision Maker: LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE 

Date:  Wednesday 28th March 2018 

Decision Type: Non-Urgent 
 

Non-Executive 
 

Non-Key 
 

Title: APPLICATION FOR A PREMISES LICENCE FOR NOSTALGIA 
FEST  2018, AT HAYES STREET FARM, HAYES LANE, BR2 
7LB 

Contact Officer: Steve Phillips, Licensing Officer 
Tel: 020 8313 4659    E-mail:  steve.phillips@bromley.gov.uk 
 

Chief Officer: Nigel Davies, Executive Director: Environment and Community Services  

Ward: Copers Cope; 

 
1. Reason for report 

1.1 To provide the Licensing Sub-Committee with information supporting them to determine this 
licence application. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 The Licensing Sub-Committee asked to determine this application having taken into 
account the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2016 to 2021 and written and oral 
representations by the applicant and objectors. 

Members can    

1. Grant the application  

2. Grant the application but impose restrictions and conditions 

3. Refuse the application.   
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children 
 
1. Summary of Impact:  
 
  When making decisions under the Licensing Act 2003 the Council is required to promote the 

licensing objectives, one of which is the protection of children from harm. 
   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Corporate Policy 
 
1. Policy Status: Existing Policy:   
 
 The Council has adopted a statement of its licensing policy under the Licensing Act 2003 for the 

period 2016 to 2021. 
  
 
2. BBB Priority: Children and Young People Excellent Council Quality Environment Safe Bromley 

Vibrant, Thriving Town Centres Healthy Bromley Regeneration  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Financial 
 
1. Cost of proposal: Licensing statutes allow for an appeal to the Magistrates Court against the 

Council’s decision. Should an appeal be made, costs are likely to be incurred but it is not 
possible to quantify these.  

 
2. Ongoing costs: Non-Recurring Cost 
 
3. Budget head/performance centre:       
 
4. Total current budget for this head: £      
 
5. Source of funding:       
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Personnel 
 
1. Number of staff (current and additional):  2 Licensing Officers supported by 3.5 FTE admin  
 
2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:         
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Legal 
 
1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement: The Council is the Licensing Authority for the 

Licensing Act 2003. This is a Non-Executive function and is delegated to the General Purposes 
and Licensing Committee. Where representations are received about a licence application, it is 
referred to the Licensing Sub Committee for a hearing and decision.   

 
2. Call-in: Not Applicable:   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Procurement 
 
1. Summary of Procurement Implications:  Not applicable  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Customer Impact 
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1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected) up to 5000: If this application 
is granted, the applicant Katie Hanlan will be the sole user and beneficiary of the licence.  Once a 
licence has been granted it can be transferred by the holder to other people or businesses.  When 
determining this application Members will also need to balance the benefits of holding the licence 
against any adverse effects to local residents and businesses by considering the impact on the 
licensing objectives      
       
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Ward Councillor Views 
 
1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Yes. Ward Members were notified about the 

application by e-mail on 31st Jan 2018  
 
2. Summary of Ward Councillors’ comments:  Cllr G Arthur responded with objections to this 

application his comments are contained in appendix 3  
 
 
Responsible Authorities Views  
 
The following Responsible Authorities were notified about this application and their views sought  
 

Responsible Authority  Date Notified Comments (further details in 
Appendix 3) 

   
Metropolitan Police 31st  Jan 18  
Planning Authority 31st Jan 18  
Trading Standards Service 31st Jan 18  
Public Health Nuisance 
Team 

31st Jan 18 23rd Feb 18 

Health & Safety Team  31st Jan 18  
Child Protection Team 31st Jan 18 16th Feb 18 
Fire Authority  31st Jan 18  
Public Health  31st Jan 18  

 
3. COMMENTARY 

3.1.Licensing Act 2003.  

The Licensing Act 2003 states that any premises require a licence/certificate issued by the 
Council (premises licence/club premises certificate) where the following activities occur:- 

Provision of regulated entertainment 

a) Plays. (Where the audience exceeds 500 people) 

b) Films. 

c) Indoor sporting events. (Where the audience exceeds 1000 people) 

d) Boxing or wrestling entertainment. 

e) Live music. (subject to the Live Music Act 2013 exemptions) 

f) Recorded music. 
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g) Performances of dance. (Where the audience exceeds 500 people) 

Provision of late night refreshment (between 2300hrs and 0500hrs). 

Supply of alcohol (on and off sales). 

The supply of alcohol by or on behalf of a club to, or to the order of, a member of the club. 

The sale by retail of alcohol by or on behalf of a club to a guest of a member of the club for 
consumption on the premises where the sale takes place. 

Licences/Certificates may be issued subject to any terms, conditions or restrictions the Council 
feels are appropriate to address any or all of the four licensing objectives. 

The Council has previously agreed Bromley’s Statement of Licensing Policy for the Period 2016 
– 2021.  

The Licensing Sub-Committee must consider the Statement of Licensing Policy and any Special 
Policy of Cumulative Impact currently in force when making any decisions in respect of these 
applications. 

Members’ attention is drawn to the following parts of the policy which are relevant to this 
application 

 Special Policy of Cumulative Impact 

 

Description of the Premises  

The premise sits on Hayes Lane and is a working Farm.  It is currently used on up to 14 
occasions per year for Occasional Sales (Boot Fairs) The farm is made up of a number of fields 
and is flanked on two sides by residential properties at a distance of approximately 300mts.  
The site is “green field” and only has “soft access” for vehicles throughout.  The premises has 
not benefited from a premises licence under the Licensing Act 2003 previously   

Licensing History   

The premises have been in place since the Licensing Act 2003 came into force and has 
remained relatively unchanged in that time. It has been the subject to occasional sales for many 
years and has suffered from sporadic complaints in respect of these events.  The complaints 
were primarily to do with on street parking and noise relating to waiting vehicles trying to access 
the site in the very early morning hours (0600) at weekends.  

Details of the Application 

This application is for a one day premises licence on the 28th July 2018 between 1000hrs and 
2200hrs for the retail sale of alcohol and regulated entertainment.  The application has been 
submitted with an event management plan although this document is not yet complete as final 
details are still being confirmed and discussed. 

A copy of the full application and event plan is set out in Appendix 1 and 2 

Representations  

During the public consultation period the Council received 6 representations against the 
application and 4 letters of Support. Copies of these are contained in appendix 3 and 4 
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4. IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS AND CHILDREN  

4.1 Licensing regimes provide for additional controls through specific permissions to undertake 
activities. Both the Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005 contain licensing objectives 
which seek to protect particular vulnerable groups. In the case of the Licensing Act 2003 it 
seeks to protect children from harm whereas the licensing objectives under the Gambling Act 
2005 are wider and seek to protect children and vulnerable adults from being harmed or 
exploited.   

4.2 Businesses and the Council are required to promote these objectives in the way they operate or 
make decisions.  

4.3 Details of applications under both Acts are referred to the appropriate safeguarding teams for 
comment.        

5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 Both the Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005 require the Council to prepare, consult 
on and publish statements of their licensing policy. These must be reviewed at least every 5 
years under the Licensing Act and 3 years under the Gambling Act. 

5.2 Members should make decisions in accordance with these polices but are free to depart from 
them with good reason. 

5.3 The current polices are -  

• Statement of Licensing Policy  2016 – 2021  

http://www.bromley.gov.uk/downloads/file/226/statement_of_licensing_policy_2016-2021 

• Statement of Gambling Policy 2016-2019  

http://www.bromley.gov.uk/downloads/file/325/gambling_policy 

6. FINANCIAL & LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 There are rights of appeal to the Magistrates Court against the decision of the Sub-Committee 
under both the Licensing and Gambling Acts. If an appeal were to be lodged there are costs 
associated with defending it. These are difficult to quantify and the Courts can award costs. In 
the event of a successful appeal we could pay the costs of the appellant as well as our own. 
Equally if we successfully defended an appeal, it is open to the Court to order our costs to be 
paid by the appellant. 

6.2 Parties involved in a hearing before a Sub-Committee can also seek a Judicial Review if the 
Local Authority has failed to administer the hearing in accordance with proper procedures. 

6.3 The Council has adopted a procedure for the conduct of hearings.            

 

Non-Applicable Sections: Personnel and Procurement implications 

Background Documents: 
(Access via Contact 
Officer) 

Soft File Computer based records 
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Appendix 1 

 

Application Form 
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© Queen’s Printer and Controller of HMSO 2009 

Bromley
Application for a premises licence
Licensing Act 2003

For help contact

licensing@bromley.gov.uk

Telephone: 0208 313 4218 

* required information

Section 1 of 21

You can save the form at any time and resume it later. You do not need to be logged in when you resume.

System reference Not Currently In Use This is the unique reference for this 
application generated by the system.

Your reference Nostalgia Fest 2018 You can put what you want here to help you 
track applications if you make lots of them. It 
is passed to the authority.

Are you an agent acting on behalf of the applicant?

Yes No

Put "no" if you are applying on your own 
behalf or on behalf of a business you own or 
work for.

Applicant Details

* First name Katie

* Family name Hanlon

* E-mail katie@kkooproductions.co.uk

Main telephone number 07960326140 Include country code.

Other telephone number

Indicate here if you would prefer not to be contacted by telephone

Are you:

Applying as a business or organisation, including as a sole trader

Applying as an individual

A sole trader is a business owned by one 
person without any special legal structure.  
Applying as an individual means you are 
applying so you can be employed, or for 
some other personal reason, such as 
following a hobby.

Applicant Business
Is your business registered in 
the UK with Companies 
House?

Yes No Note: completing the Applicant Business 
section is optional in this form.

Is your business registered 
outside the UK?

Yes No

Business name KKOO Productions
If your business is registered, use its 
registered name.

VAT number - none Put "none" if you are not registered for VAT.

Legal status Sole Trader
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Continued from previous page...

Your position in the business Director

Home country United Kingdom
The country where the headquarters of your 
business is located.

Business Address

Building number or name 28 Kingsfield House

Street Lambscroft Avenue

District

City or town London

County or administrative area

Postcode Se9 4pf 

Country United Kingdom

If you have one, this should be your official 
address - that is an address required of you 
by law for receiving communications.

Section 2 of 21

PREMISES DETAILS

I/we, as named in section 1, apply for a premises licence under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the premises 
described in section 2 below (the premises) and I/we are making this application to you as the relevant licensing authority 
in accordance with section 12 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Premises Address

Are you able to provide a postal address, OS map reference or description of the premises?

Address OS map reference Description

Postal Address Of Premises

Building number or name Hayes Farm

Street Hayes Lane

District

City or town Bromley

County or administrative area

Postcode BR2 7LB

Country United Kingdom

Further Details

Telephone number 0208 462 1186

Non-domestic rateable 
value of premises (£) 180
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Section 3 of 21

APPLICATION DETAILS

In what capacity are you applying for the premises licence?

An individual or individuals

A limited company / limited liability partnership

A partnership (other than limited liability)

An unincorporated association

Other (for example a statutory corporation)

A recognised club

A charity

The proprietor of an educational establishment

A health service body

A person who is registered under part 2 of the Care Standards Act 

2000 (c14) in respect of an independent hospital in Wales

A person who is registered under Chapter 2 of Part 1 of the Health and 
Social Care Act 2008 in respect of the carrying on of a regulated 
activity (within the meaning of that Part) in an independent hospital in 
England

The chief officer of police of a police force in England and Wales

Confirm The Following

I am carrying on or proposing to carry on a business which involves 
the use of the premises for licensable activities

I am making the application pursuant to a statutory function

I am making the application pursuant to a function discharged by 
virtue of Her Majesty's prerogative

Section 4 of 21

INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant Name
Is the name the same as (or similar to) the details given in section one?

Yes No

If “Yes” is selected you can re-use the details 
from section one, or amend them as required. 
Select “No” to enter a completely new set of 
details.

First name Katie

Family name Hanlon

Is the applicant 18 years of age or older?

Yes No
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Continued from previous page...

Current Residential Address
Is the address the same as (or similar to) the address given in section one?

Yes No

If “Yes” is selected you can re-use the details 
from section one, or amend them as 
required.  Select “No” to enter a completely 
new set of details.

Building number or name 28 Kingsfield House

Street Lambscroft Avenue

District

City or town London

County or administrative area

Postcode Se9 4pf 

Country United Kingdom

Applicant Contact Details
Are the contact details the same as (or similar to) those given in section one?

Yes No

If “Yes” is selected you can re-use the details 
from section one, or amend them as 
required.  Select “No” to enter a completely 
new set of details.

E-mail katie@kkooproductions.co.uk

Telephone number 07960326140

Other telephone number

* Date of birth 23 / 11 / 1982
 dd               mm             yyyy

* Nationality White British 
Documents that demonstrate entitlement to 
work in the UK

Add another applicant

Section 5 of 21

OPERATING SCHEDULE

When do you want the 
premises licence to start? 28 / 07 / 2018

 dd               mm             yyyy

If you wish the licence to be 
valid only for a limited period, 
when do you want it to end

/ /
 dd               mm             yyyy

Provide a general description of the premises

For example the type of premises, its general situation and layout and any other information which could be relevant to the 
licensing objectives. Where your application includes off-supplies of alcohol and you intend to provide a place for 
consumption of these off- supplies you must include a description of where the place will be and its proximity to the 
premises.

Hayes Farm is situated in Hayes Lane. The area is used for bootfairs. The area is a large open secured green field. The area is 
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Continued from previous page...
not open to the public.

If 5,000 or more people are 
expected to attend the 
premises at any one time, 
state the number expected to 
attend

Section 6 of 21

PROVISION OF PLAYS

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing plays?

Yes No

Section 7 of 21

PROVISION OF FILMS

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing films?

Yes No

Section 8 of 21

PROVISION OF INDOOR SPORTING EVENTS

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing indoor sporting events?

Yes No

Section 9 of 21

PROVISION OF BOXING OR WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENTS

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing boxing or wrestling entertainments?

Yes No

Section 10 of 21

PROVISION OF LIVE MUSIC

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing live music?

Yes No

Standard Days And Timings

MONDAY

Start End

Start End

Give timings in 24 hour clock. 
(e.g., 16:00) and only give details for the days 
of the week when you intend the premises 
to be used for the activity.
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Continued from previous page...

TUESDAY

Start End

Start End

WEDNESDAY

Start End

Start End

THURSDAY

Start End

Start End

FRIDAY

Start End

Start End

SATURDAY

Start 12:00 End 22:00

Start End

SUNDAY

Start End

Start End

Will the performance of live music take place indoors or outdoors or both?

Indoors Outdoors Both

Where taking place in a building or other 
structure tick as appropriate. Indoors may 
include a tent.

State type of activity to be authorised, if not already stated, and give relevant further details, for example (but not 
exclusively) whether or not music will be amplified or unamplified.

Some live performances from artists  
music will be amplified 

State any seasonal variations for the performance of live music

For example (but not exclusively) where the activity will occur on additional days during the summer months.

Non-standard timings. Where the premises will be used for the performance of live music at different times from those listed 
in the column on the left, list below
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Continued from previous page...

For example (but not exclusively), where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day e.g. Christmas Eve.

Section 11 of 21

PROVISION OF RECORDED MUSIC

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing recorded music?

Yes No

Standard Days And Timings

MONDAY

Start End

Start End

Give timings in 24 hour clock. 
(e.g., 16:00) and only give details for the days 
of the week when you intend the premises 
to be used for the activity.

TUESDAY

Start End

Start End

WEDNESDAY

Start End

Start End

THURSDAY

Start End

Start End

FRIDAY

Start End

Start End

SATURDAY

Start 12:00 End 22:00

Start End

SUNDAY

Start End

Start End

Will the playing of recorded music take place indoors or outdoors or both?

Indoors Outdoors Both

Where taking place in a building or other 
structure tick as appropriate. Indoors may 
include a tent.
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Continued from previous page...

State type of activity to be authorised, if not already stated, and give relevant further details, for example (but not 
exclusively) whether or not music will be amplified or unamplified.

DJs will play music from a sound system  
music will be amplified  
we will be using an eliminator to control the sound which prevents the sound going over the settings  

State any seasonal variations for playing recorded music

For example (but not exclusively) where the activity will occur on additional days during the summer months.

Non-standard timings. Where the premises will be used for the playing of recorded music at different times from those listed 
in the column on the left, list below

For example (but not exclusively), where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day e.g. Christmas Eve.

Section 12 of 21

PROVISION OF PERFORMANCES OF DANCE

See guidance on regulated entertainment

Will you be providing performances of dance?

Yes No

Standard Days And Timings

MONDAY

Start End

Start End

Give timings in 24 hour clock. 
(e.g., 16:00) and only give details for the days 
of the week when you intend the premises 
to be used for the activity.

TUESDAY

Start End

Start End

WEDNESDAY

Start End

Start End
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Continued from previous page...

THURSDAY

Start End

Start End

FRIDAY

Start End

Start End

SATURDAY

Start 12:00 End 22:00

Start End

SUNDAY

Start End

Start End

Will the performance of dance take place indoors or outdoors or both?

Indoors Outdoors Both

Where taking place in a building or other 
structure tick as appropriate. Indoors may 
include a tent.

State type of activity to be authorised, if not already stated, and give relevant further details, for example (but not 
exclusively) whether or not music will be amplified or unamplified.

 
music will be amplified  

State any seasonal variations for the performance of dance

For example (but not exclusively) where the activity will occur on additional days during the summer months.

Non-standard timings. Where the premises will be used for the performance of dance at different times from those listed in 
the column on the left, list below

For example (but not exclusively), where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day e.g. Christmas Eve.

Section 13 of 21

PROVISION OF ANYTHING OF A SIMILAR DESCRIPTION TO LIVE MUSIC, RECORDED MUSIC OR PERFORMANCES OF 
DANCE

See guidance on regulated entertainment
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Continued from previous page...

Will you be providing anything similar to live music, recorded music or 
performances of dance?

Yes No

Section 14 of 21

LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENT

Will you be providing late night refreshment?

Yes No

Section 15 of 21

SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL

Will you be selling or supplying alcohol?

Yes No

Standard Days And Timings

MONDAY

Start End

Start End

Give timings in 24 hour clock. 
(e.g., 16:00) and only give details for the days 
of the week when you intend the premises 
to be used for the activity.

TUESDAY

Start End

Start End

WEDNESDAY

Start End

Start End

THURSDAY

Start End

Start End

FRIDAY

Start End

Start End

SATURDAY

Start 12:00 End 22:00

Start End

SUNDAY

Start End

Start End
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Continued from previous page...

Will the sale of alcohol be for consumption:

On the premises Off the premises Both

If the sale of alcohol is for consumption on 
the premises select on, if the sale of alcohol 
is for consumption away from the premises 
select off. If the sale of alcohol is for 
consumption on the premises and away 
from the premises select both.

State any seasonal variations

For example (but not exclusively) where the activity will occur on additional days during the summer months.

Non-standard timings. Where the premises will be used for the supply of alcohol at different times from those listed in the 
column on the left, list below

For example (but not exclusively), where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day e.g. Christmas Eve.

State the name and details of the individual whom you wish to specify on the 
licence as premises supervisor

Name

First name Kate

Family name Hanlon

Date of birth 23 / 11 / 1982
 dd               mm             yyyy

Enter the contact's address

Building number or name 28 Kingsfield House 

Street Lambscroft Avenue

District

City or town London

County or administrative area

Postcode se9 4pf

Country United Kingdom

Personal Licence number 
(if known) Lew 4881
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Continued from previous page...

Issuing licensing authority 
(if known) Lewisham

PROPOSED DESIGNATED PREMISES SUPERVISOR CONSENT

How will the consent form of the proposed designated premises  supervisor 
be supplied to the authority? 

Electronically, by the proposed designated premises supervisor

As an attachment to this application

Reference number for consent 
form (if known)

If the consent form is already submitted, ask 
the proposed designated premises 
supervisor for its 'system reference' or 'your 
reference'.

Section 16 of 21

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

Highlight any adult entertainment or services, activities, or other entertainment or matters ancillary to the use of the 
premises that may give rise to concern in respect of children

Give information about anything intended to occur at the premises or ancillary to the use of the premises which may give 
rise to concern in respect of children, regardless of whether you intend children to have access to the premises, for example 
(but not exclusively) nudity or semi-nudity, films for restricted age groups etc gambling machines etc.

Section 17 of 21

HOURS PREMISES ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Standard Days And Timings

MONDAY

Start End

Start End

Give timings in 24 hour clock. 
(e.g., 16:00) and only give details for the days 
of the week when you intend the premises 
to be used for the activity.

TUESDAY

Start End

Start End

WEDNESDAY

Start End

Start End

THURSDAY

Start End

Start End
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Continued from previous page...

FRIDAY

Start End

Start End

SATURDAY

Start End

Start End

SUNDAY

Start End

Start End

State any seasonal variations

For example (but not exclusively) where the activity will occur on additional days during the summer months.

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises to be open to the members and guests at different times from 
those listed in the column on the left, list below

For example (but not exclusively), where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day e.g. Christmas Eve.

Section 18 of 21

LICENSING OBJECTIVES

Describe the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives:

a) General – all four licensing objectives (b,c,d,e)

List here steps you will take to promote all four licensing objectives together.

To promote the four licensing objectives we will; 
Keep staff up to date with all training and rules regarding the objectives  
Use CCTV to discourage crime  
Body & bag Searches  
Use SIA registered security to ensure safety  
Think 25 policy  
No ID no entry  
No food or drink is permitted to be brought in or taken out of the premises 

b) The prevention of crime and disorder

 
Using CCTV identifying everyone on entry  
full bag and wand searches on entry  
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Continued from previous page...
Use SIA security to ensure safety  
Think 25 policy - bar has the right to refuse serving  
 

c) Public safety

No food or drink permitted to be brought in or taken out to prevent drunk and disorderly crime 
No drink promotions  
The location is not open to the public 

d) The prevention of public nuisance

Noise reduction  - equipment prevents volume from going above the set limits 
 

e) The protection of children from harm

No children are permitted - over 18 only  
Guest are asked to confirm they are over 18 when purchasing tickets 
Think 25 policy  
No ID no entry 

Section 19 of 21

NOTES ON DEMONSTRATING ENTITLEMENT TO WORK IN THE UK
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Continued from previous page...

Entitlement to work/immigration status for individual applicants and applications from partnerships which are not 
limited liability partnerships:  
A licence may not be held by an individual or an individual in a partnership who is resident in the UK who:  

 • does not have the right to live and work in the UK; or  
 • is subject to a condition preventing him or her from doing work relating to the carrying on of a licensable 
 activity.  

Any premises licence issued in respect of an application made on or after 6 April 2017 will become invalid if the holder 
ceases to be entitled to work in the UK.  
Applicants must demonstrate that they have an entitlement to work in the UK and are not subject to a condition preventing 
them from doing work relating to the carrying on of a licensable activity. They do this by providing with this application 
copies or scanned copies of the following documents (which do not need to be certified).   
Documents which demonstrate entitlement to work in the UK 

 • An expired or current passport showing the holder, or a person named in the passport as the child of the 
 holder, is A British citizen or a citizen of the UK and Colonies having the right of abode in the UK [please see 
 note below about which sections of the passport to copy].  

 • An expired or current passport or national identity card showing the holder, or a person named in the passport 
 as the child of the holder, is a national of a European Economic Area country or Switzerland.  

 • A Registration Certificate or document certifying permanent residence issued by the Home Office to a national 
 of a European Economic Area country or Switzerland.  
 • A Permanent Residence Card issued by the Home Office to the family member of a national of a European  
 Economic Area country or Switzerland.  

 • A current Biometric Immigration Document (Biometric Residence Permit) issued by the Home Office to the 
 holder indicating that the person named is allowed to stay indefinitely in the UK, or has no time limit on their  
 stay in the UK. 

 • A current passport endorsed to show that the holder is exempt from immigration control, is allowed to stay 
 indefinitely in the UK, has the right of abode in the UK, or has no time limit on their stay in the UK. 

• A current Immigration Status Document issued by the Home Office to the holder with an endorsement 
 indicating that the named person is allowed to stay indefinitely in the UK or has no time limit on their stay in 
 the UK, when produced in combination with an official document giving the person’s permanent National  
 Insurance number and their name issued by a Government agency or a previous employer.  

• A full birth or adoption certificate issued in the UK which includes the name(s) of at least one of the holder’s 
 parents or adoptive parents, when produced in combination with an official document giving the person’s  
 permanent National Insurance number and their name issued by a Government agency or a previous employer. 

• A birth or adoption certificate issued in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or Ireland when produced in  
 combination with an official document giving the person’s permanent National Insurance number and their  
 name issued by a Government agency or a previous employer. 

• A certificate of registration or naturalisation as a British citizen, when produced in combination with an 
 official document giving the person’s permanent National Insurance number and their name issued by a  
 Government agency or a previous employer. 

• A current passport endorsed to show that the holder is allowed to stay in the UK and is currently allowed to 
 work and is not subject to a condition preventing the holder from doing work relating to the carrying on of a  
 licensable activity. 
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• A current Biometric Immigration Document (Biometric Residence Permit) issued by the Home Office to the 
 holder which indicates that the named person can currently stay in the UK and is allowed to work relation to  
 the carrying on of a licensable activity. 

• A current Residence Card issued by the Home Office to a person who is not a national of a European Economic  
 Area state or Switzerland but who is a family member of such a national or who has derivative rights or 
 residence. 

• A current Immigration Status Document containing a photograph issued by the Home Office to the holder  
 with an endorsement indicating that the named person may stay in the UK, and is allowed to work and is not  
 subject  to a condition preventing the holder from doing work relating to the carrying on of a licensable activity  
 when produced in combination with an official document giving the person’s permanent National Insurance  
 number and their name issued by a Government agency or a previous employer. 

• A Certificate of Application, less than 6 months old, issued by the Home Office under regulation 17(3) or 18A   
 (2) of the Immigration (European Economic Area) Regulations 2006, to a  person who is not a national of a  
 European Economic Area  state or Switzerland but who is a family member of such a national or who has  
 derivative rights of residence.  

• Reasonable evidence that the person has an outstanding application to vary their permission to be in the UK  
 with the Home Office such as the Home Office acknowledgement letter or proof of postage evidence, or  
 reasonable evidence that the person has an appeal or administrative review pending on an immigration  
 decision, such as an appeal or administrative review reference number. 

• Reasonable evidence that a person who is not a national of a European Economic Area state or Switzerland but  
 who is a family member of such a national or who has derivative rights of residence in exercising treaty rights in 
 the UK including:-  

• evidence of the applicant’s own identity – such as a passport,  
• evidence of their relationship with the European Economic Area family member – e.g. a marriage  
 certificate, civil partnership certificate or birth certificate, and 
• evidence that the European Economic Area national has a right of permanent residence in the UK or is one  
 of the following if they have been in the UK for more than 3 months: 

(i) working e.g. employment contract, wage slips, letter from the employer, 
(ii) self-employed e.g. contracts, invoices, or audited accounts with a bank, 
(iii) studying e.g. letter from the school, college or university and evidence of sufficient funds; or 
(iv) self-sufficient e.g. bank statements. 

Family members of European Economic Area nationals who are studying or financially independent must also provide 
evidence that the European Economic Area national and any family members hold comprehensive sickness insurance in the 
UK. This can include a private medical insurance policy, an EHIC card or an S1, S2 or S3 form. 
Original documents must not be sent to licensing authorities. If the document copied is a passport, a copy of the 
following pages should be provided:- 
(i) any page containing the holder’s personal details including nationality; 
(ii) any page containing the holder’s photograph; 
(iii) any page containing the holder’s signature; 
(iv) any page containing the date of expiry; and 
(v) any page containing information indicating the holder has permission to enter or remain in the UK and is permitted to 
work.  
If the document is not a passport, a copy of the whole document should be provided. 
Your right to work will be checked as part of your licensing application and this could involve us checking your immigration 
status with the Home Office. We may otherwise share information with the Home Office. Your licence application will not be 
determined until you have complied with this guidance. 
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In terms of specific regulated entertainments please note that:  

• Plays: no licence is required for performances between 08:00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the audience  
 does not exceed 500. 

• Films: no licence is required for ‘not-for-profit’ film exhibition held in community premises  between 08.00 and  
 23.00 on any day provided that the audience does not exceed 500 and the organiser (a) gets consent to the  
 screening from a person who is responsible for the premises; and (b) ensures that each such screening abides  
 by age classification ratings. 

• Indoor sporting events: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided  
 that the audience does not exceed 1000.     

• Boxing or Wrestling Entertainment:  no licence is required for a contest, exhibition or display of Greco-Roman  
 wrestling, or freestyle wrestling between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the audience does not  
 exceed 1000. Combined fighting sports – defined as a contest, exhibition or display which combines boxing or  
 wrestling with one or more martial arts – are licensable as a boxing or wrestling entertainment rather than an  
 indoor sporting event. 

• Live music: no licence permission is required for: 
o a performance of unamplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, on any premises. 
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on premises authorised to sell  
 alcohol for consumption on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500. 
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a workplace that is not  
 licensed to sell alcohol on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500.  
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a church hall, village hall,  
 community hall, or other similar community premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell  
 alcohol, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the  
 performance from a person who is responsible for the premises. 
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at the non-residential premises 
 of (i) a local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500,  
 and (b) the organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) the local  
 authority concerned, or (ii) the school or (iii) the health care provider for the hospital. 

• Recorded Music: no licence permission is required for: 
o any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on premises authorised to sell alcohol  
 for consumption on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500. 
o any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a church hall, village hall,  
 community hall, or other similar community premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell  
 alcohol, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the  
 performance from a person who is responsible for the premises. 
o any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at the non-residential premises of (i) a  
 local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) 
 the organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) the local authority  
 concerned, or (ii) the school proprietor or (iii) the health care provider for the hospital. 
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• Dance: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the  
 audience does not exceed 500. However, a performance which amounts to adult entertainment remains  
 licensable. 

• Cross activity exemptions: no licence is required between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, with no limit on  
 audience size for:    

o any entertainment taking place on the premises of the local authority where the entertainment is provided 
 by or on behalf of the local authority;  
o any entertainment taking place on the hospital premises of the health care provider where the  
 entertainment is provided by or on behalf of the health care provider;  
o any entertainment taking place on the premises of the school where the entertainment is provided by or  
 on behalf of the school proprietor; and 
o any entertainment (excluding films and a boxing or wrestling entertainment) taking place at a travelling  
 circus, provided that (a) it takes place within a moveable structure that accommodates the audience, and  
 (b) that the travelling circus has not been located on the same site for more than 28 consecutive days. 

Section 21 of 21

PAYMENT DETAILS

This fee must be paid to the authority. If you complete the application online, you must pay it by debit or credit card.

Premises Licence Fees are determined by the non domestic rateable value of the premises. 
To find out a premises non domestic rateable value go to the Valuation Office Agency site at http://www.voa.gov.uk/
business_rates/index.htm 
  
Band A - No RV to £4300                         £100.00 
Band B - £4301 to £33000                       £190.00 
Band C - £33001 to £8700                       £315.00 
Band D - £87001 to £12500                     £450.00* 
Band E - £125001 and over                     £635.00* 
  
*If the premises rateable value is in Bands D or E and the premises is primarily used for the consumption of alcohol on the 
premises then your are required to pay a higher fee   
  
Band D - £87001 to £12500                     £900.00 
Band E - £125001 and over                     £1,905.00 
  
There is an exemption from the payment of fees in relation to the provision of regulated entertainment at church halls, 
chapel halls or premises of a similar nature, village halls, parish or community halls, or other premises of a similar nature. The 
costs associated with these licences will be met by central Government. If, however, the licence also authorises the use of 
the premises for the supply of alcohol or the provision of late night refreshment, a fee will be required. 
  
Schools and sixth form colleges are exempt from the fees associated with the authorisation of regulated entertainment 
where the entertainment is provided by and at the school or college and for the purposes of the school or college. 
  
If you operate a large event you are subject to ADDITIONAL fees based upon the number in attendance at any one time 
  
Capacity 5000-9999                                 £1,000.00 
Capacity 10000 -14999                            £2,000.00 
Capacity 15000-19999                             £4,000.00 
Capacity 20000-29999                             £8,000.00 
Capacity 30000-39000                             £16,000.00 
Capacity 40000-49999                             £24,000.00 
Capacity 50000-59999                             £32,000.00 
Capacity 60000-69999                             £40,000.00 
Capacity 70000-79999                             £48,000.00 
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Capacity 80000-89999                             £56,000.00 
Capacity 90000 and over                         £64,000.00

* Fee amount (£) 180.00

DECLARATION
1

* I/we understand it is an offence, liable on conviction to a fine up to level 5 on the standard scale, under section 158 of the 
licensing act 2003, to make a false statement in or in connection with this application.

Ticking this box indicates you have read and understood the above declaration

This section should be completed by the applicant, unless you answered "Yes" to the question "Are you an agent acting on 
behalf of the applicant?”

* Full name Kate Hanlon

* Capacity 4000

* Date 22 / 01 / 2018
 dd               mm             yyyy

Add another signatory

Once you're finished you need to do the following: 
1. Save this form to your computer by clicking file/save as...
2. Go back to  https://www.gov.uk/apply-for-a-licence/premises-licence/bromley/apply-1 to upload this file and continue 
with your application.
Don't forget to make sure you have all your supporting documentation to hand.

IT IS AN OFFENCE LIABLE TO SUMMARY CONVICTION TO A FINE OF ANY AMOUNT UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE 
LICENSING ACT 2003, TO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION  
  
IT IS AN OFFENCE UNDER SECTION 24B OF THE IMMIGRATION ACT 1971 FOR A PERSON TO WORK WHEN THEY 
KNOW, OR HAVE REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE, THAT THEY ARE DISQUALIFIED FROM DOING SO BY REASON OF 
THEIR IMMIGRATION STATUS. THOSE WHO EMPLOY AN ADULT WITHOUT LEAVE OR WHO IS SUBJECT TO 
CONDITIONS AS TO EMPLOYMENT WILL BE LIABLE TO A CIVIL PENALTY UNDER SECTION 15 OF THE IMMIGRATION, 
ASYLUM AND NATIONALITY ACT 2006 AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 21 OF THE SAME ACT, WILL BE COMMITTING AN 
OFFENCE WHERE THEY DO SO IN THE KNOWLEDGE, OR WITH REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE, THAT THE EMPLOYEE 
IS DISQUALIFIED
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Applicant reference number Nostalgia Fest 2018

Fee paid

Payment provider reference

ELMS Payment Reference

Payment status

Payment authorisation code

Payment authorisation date

Date and time submitted

Approval deadline

Error message

Is Digitally signed

< Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Next >
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ISSUE & APPROVAL STATUS: 
 
This document will be reviewed as and when required or upon significant change; any amendments will be recorded 
below:  
 

Issue reference: 
 

Date: CDM-C Approval: Date: 

Revision 1.0  5th Feb 2018 N/A  N/A  
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
 
Amendment History: 
 

Issue Status: Brief Summary of Amendments: 
Revision 2.0 Change of Logo. Festival contacts updated. Festival dates and times updated.  
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FESTIVAL CONTACTS  
 
This Events Management Plan has been created and completed using UK legislation, the advice given by the Health 
and Safety Executive website and the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015.  
 
Key Management Contacts  
 
Job Title  Company   Name   Number: 
Production Executive  K KOO Productions   Katie Hanlon  07960 326 140 
Event Manager   K KOO Productions   Shelly Newman  07549 229262 
Safety Advisor   Media Safety Management  Carly Gilbert   07860 620 996 (WhatsApp only) 
Site Manager Zero  db live     Rob Stanley   07780662180 
Head of Security The Movie Lot    Mark Davies   07974 937586 
Bar Licensee  Licensing Authority Lewisham Katie Hanlon   
Safety Manager  Media Safety Management Carly Gilbert   07860 620 996  
On site Safety Advisor Media Safety Management Iain Williams 
Taxi Rank  Taxi Marshalls   Tony Ellis   07710567040 
 
Joint Agency Contacts  
 
Job Title   Company  Name  Number 
Police Liaison Officer  Metropolitan Police 
Council H&S Officer  Bromley Licensing Steve Phillips 0208 313 4659 
First Aid Provider  Crusader Medical    01279 319039 
 
 
Infrastructure Suppliers  
 
Job Title  Company   Name   Number 
CAD Designer  Remote Drafting Services  Jarek Pogada   01709 925161 
Security  The Movie Lot    Lee Parker   07590012861 
Stewards  The Movie Lot    Lee Parker   07590012861 
Signage  JG Signs   Jimmy G  0208 698 7956 
Fairground Equipment Botton Family Funfairs   James Botton   07966909902 
Catering  Jerk Spice    Colin Barrett   07949 116 494 
Catering   Ice Cream Man   Mem   07786 372140 
Catering    
Catering 
Toilet Suppliers  Four Jays   Debs Roberts  01622 843135 
Barriers   Entertree   Dave Cahill   07950 804 749 
Waste Management Veolia    Darren Eastman  07768005895 
Power   Event Power Engineering  Jack Shepherd   07903035722 
Lighting Equipment Premier Production Limited  Matt Bailey   07984 710100 
Sound Equipment Sound Services Limited   Jack Shepard   07903035722 
Electricians      Frank Feast   07813120609 
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FESTIVAL DESCRIPTION  
 
This is a one-day Festival presented to the public on the 28th July 2018 with the build beginning the 26th July. Equipment 
unload will start at 09:00 on the 26th July 2018 and work will take place shortly after to build the Temporary Demountable 
Structure (“TDS”), erect the fairground rides and construct the ‘chill out’ areas. There will be no overnight working 
permitted, vehicle movements will cease at 17:00 and work will also cease at 17:00 on each build day. Anyone entering 
the site on the day of the rig will be expected to wear all relevant Personal Protective Equipment (“PPE”) and will be 
subject to a short ten-minute health and safety induction where they will be given the opportunity to ask any outstanding 
questions. The site will re-open to continue the rig at 06:30 on the 28th July 2018.  
 
All Employees and Contractors working during the Festival will also be subject to a short ten-minute health and safety 
induction where they will be given the opportunity to ask any outstanding questions. The Festival will open its gates at 
12:00 and will close at 23:00 in conjunction with the conditions set by Bromley Council. Lights will be switched on at 
22:00 and music will be stopped at 22:00. The last alcoholic drink will be served at 21:30.  
 
We are requesting the derig to start on the following day Sunday 29th July at 08:00 to be completed by 13:00. Where 
this is not possible, we have requested the derig start at 08:00 on the Monday 30th July. All Employees and Contractors 
will have a pass system to show that they are working for the Festival. A list of all Employees and Contractors will be 
kept on file in the on-site Production Office.  
 
The Festival itself will take place at Hayes Farm with the main entrance predominantly used for the Audience located at 
Hayes Lane. All Contractors will also use this entrance.  
 
This event is a ticketed18+ only music festival. The festival will adopt the ‘Challenge 25 Scheme’ whereby any persons 
who appear to be under 25 years of age will be asked to prove they are in fact over 18 by providing identification by 
means of Passport, a photographic drivers licence, military ID or other recognised identification card approved by the 
proof of age standards scheme (PASS) and bearing the PASS logo regardless of whether they have purchased a ticket. 
In addition to this, a refusals log will be kept and maintained and available to view by Police or Council Officers on 
request.  
 
Upon entering Hayes Farm, the Audience will be led into snaked pressure barriers to the entrance of the music Festival 
where their tickets will be checked and swapped for wristbands. The wristbands are to be worn at all times and once a 
member of the public leaves the site they will not be re-admitted; this will be made clear on both the websites and on 
signs placed at the entrance and exit of the Festival.  
 
At this stage, the Audience will be fully searched to include wanding, bag searches and pat downs. At least one member 
of staff involved or supervising these searches will be equipped with a body worn video camera. If any member of the 
audience is found in possession of drugs, weapons or other items prohibited by the event then these items must be 
seized and the Police will be informed to deal with that particular person. Any person not submitting themselves to a 
search must be refused entry.   
 
The Festival will have clear conditions of entry to include no glass bottles, no alcohol to be brought onto site, no illegal 
drugs, no legal highs, no weapons of any kind, and antisocial behaviour will not be tolerated. If anyone is found to be 
contravening these conditions then the Stewards and Security will be authorised to refuse admission.  
 
The Stewards and Security Guards will all be reputable and experienced SIA accredited security and stewarding 
individuals to ensure public safety and to prevent crime and disorder. They will wear high visibility clothing to identify 
themselves to the Audience. The Stewards will be in charge of the flow of the Audience from the entrance and will ensure 
there are no sudden surges. Temporary waiting pens may be created for the Audience to wait before the entrance should 
it be required.  
 
The Farm will be surrounded by mesh panel fencing and monitored by both Stewards and Security to ensure members 
of the public do not gain unauthorised entrance and that no illegal items are thrown over the fence.  
 
The Festival will install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the minimum requirements of a Metropolitan 
Police Crime Prevention Officer. All entry and exit points will be covered enabling frontal identification of every person 
entering in any light condition. The CCTV system will continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable 
activities and during all times when Audience remain on the premises. All recordings will be stored for a minimum period 
of 31 days with date and time stamping. Recordings will also be made available immediately upon the request of Police 
or authorised officer throughout the preceding 31-day period.  
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A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV 
system will be at the Festival at all times when it is open to the public. This staff member must be able to show a Police 
or authorised council officer recent data or footage with the absolute minimum of delay when requested. 
 
Stewards and Security will look out for signs of illegal substance use or illegal substance dealing at all times and when 
a crime or other incident requiring police attendance is reported to or discovered by a security operative, they shall obtain 
as much detail as possible with particular importance being place on identifying victims, suspects, witnesses and scenes 
of crime. 
 
The bars on site will have individual dedicated bar managers / supervisors and a team who will be conversant with the 
requirements and responsibilities for the sale of alcohol. The dedicated bar manager or supervisor for each bar will 
directly instruct, monitor and support their staff in ensuring the requirements of the Licensing Act 2003 are adhered to 
at all times and will brief their staff before each event. All drinks will be decanted into plastic cups and no drinks 
promotions will be allowed e.g. two for the price of one. Beer backpacks will be used throughout the Festival to reduce 
queues at the main bars. The VIP bar will be cash only and the main bar will use tokens which can be purchased at the 
Token Hut situated in a separate area away from the bar to reduce the queues at the bar. The sale of alcohol will cease 
at 21:30.  
 
The Festival will be filmed by K Koo Productions and will consist of several self-shooting APs. It will be a condition on 
the Events social networking pages that anyone attending the Festival will be filmed for promotional purposes. If anyone 
is unhappy to be filmed for promotional purposes, then they will be offered a full refund. No cash or refunds will be given 
once that person has had entry to the site.  
 
The Festival is advertised as an old school Festival and will therefore consist of DJ’s, MC’s and singers as well as chill 
out areas, food stalls, face & body painting and fairground rides. Those attending the Festival will be over the age of 18 
years old and will not be allowed entrance to the site unless they have proof of ID. They will be notified of this condition 
on the Festivals social media websites. According to the Audience profile the average age of the Audience will be roughly 
33 years old, male orientated and consist of people in full time employment. The Festival will be publicised in advance 
on both social media and through the Nostalgia website and 4000 wristbands will be released to the general public.  
 
K Koo Productions will work in conjunction with Bromley Council SAG and will notify public transport services, local 
emergency services and residents of the Festival in advance so that plans can be made for any potential congestion or 
pressure on public services. Those attending the Festival will be able to use public transport to get to and from the 
Festival which includes rail, bus and local taxi services. Taxi Marshal will manage the private hire vehicles and the taxi 
rank to enable members of the public to egress the site quickly and safely. Pre-booked taxis will be directed into the taxi 
marshal area to pick up their passengers who will be waiting in the holding area. The taxi rank will consist of Black Taxis 
which will be available for those members of the public who have not pre-booked.  
 
All guests will leave via Hayes Lane and will be directed towards the local bus stoops or the temporary taxi rank areas 
situated outside Hayes Lane escorting people out of the area quickly. Security and Stewards will be on hand to deal with 
any questions or concerns and prevent unauthorised entrance into the Festival. Audience members who are leaving the 
site will be informed to discard any alcohol before they leave the Festival area.  
 
Due to both the scale and size of the Festival, the rig, live Festival and de-rig of the Festival is not notifiable to the HSE 
as it will not last longer than 500 person days or 30 working days (with more than 20 people working at the same time).  
 
This Events Management Plan will be submitted to SAG no later than six weeks prior to the Festival for approval.  
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Festival Layout  
 
Please see attached plans for layout of Festival:  
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OVERVIEW OF THE POSITION OF THE FESTIVAL ON THE FARM 
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FESTIVAL SCHEDULE  
 
The Festival will run for a total of one day with one day either side for the rig and de-rig. This information will be updated 
but gives guidance. 
 
Rig Day 1 – 26th July 2018   
 

Time / Notes Company / Department Work 

09:00 KKOO Productions  Production to arrive on site and start mapping area  
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Rig Day 2 – 27th July 2018  
 

Time / Notes Company / Department Work 
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Rig Day 3 and Festival – 28th July 2018  
 

Time / Notes Company / Department Work 
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De-rig Day 1 – 29th and 30th July 2018   
 

Time / Notes Company / Department Work 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT  
 
K Koo Productions will ensure the Festival runs in accordance with the Health & Safety At Work Act 1974, The 
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999, The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 
2015, the Licensing Act 2003 and all other current applicable Health and Safety Law.  

 
K Koo Productions will also ensure full commitment to the Company Safety Policy and Risk Assessments by all 
Employees and Contractors. These documents will be available to view in advanced through email and a hard copy will 
be available in the Production Office.   
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
In relation to the Festival only, the following people have the following roles and responsibilities:  
 
K Koo Productions  
 
The Festival Organiser, K Koo Productions, has the following responsibilities:  

 
§ Implementing risk assessment control measures.   

 
§ Planning for disruptive influences and incidents which can be managed effectively utilising the resources already 

onsite.  
 

§ Developing and implementing Festival Contingency Plans to deal with incidents and situations as varied as 
performers cancelling at short notice, severe weather, unavailability of key Employees in the team, or incidents 
external to the site which may cause the Festival to be postponed, cancelled or abandoned. 
 

§ Liaising with the emergency services and other key agencies to develop arrangements and plans for more serious 
occurrences which will require the support of the emergency services and the implementation of Festival specific or 
existing emergency plans. 
 

§ Ensuring that plans for emergency situations set out the overall framework for the initiation, management, co-
ordination and control of personnel and other resources to respond to an emergency onsite. 
 

§ Recognising that an emergency situation occurring offsite, but associated with the Festival, may require a rapid and 
co-ordinated response by the emergency services already onsite or available to the Festival. In such a case it may 
be appropriate for resources previously controlled by the Festival Organiser to assist offsite. In this case those 
resources may be placed under the control of the relevant emergency services. 
 

§ Agreeing the ‘footprint’ of the site, with the relevant emergency services, in the planning phase. This may typically 
be defined as being within the boundary of the licensed site although local circumstances may require special 
consideration. ‘Offsite’ describes those areas outside of the agreed footprint typically outside of a Festival Organisers 
control, such as the public highway. 
 

§ Negotiating and implementing appropriate protocols and agreements to ensure clarity of the respective roles and 
responsibilities between the Festival management and emergency services.  
 

§ Ensuring that arrangements are in place for the training of key Employees. 
 
§ Apply for all relevant and appropriate licences within the time scales dictated by the Council to include, but not 

limited to: 
– The Sale of alcohol (applied for a minimum 8 weeks before the Festival).   
– Regulated entertainment (applied for a minimum 8 weeks before the Festival).   
– Selling from five or more stalls (applied for a minimum of 42 days before the Festival).  
– List of all food business operators who will be attending the Festival (applied for a minimum of 28 days before 

the Festival is due to start) and present the Council with all relevant documentation (food business operators 
certificate, public liability insurance – at least two weeks beforehand).    

– Contact Councils Environmental Services with regards to the sound / PA System to ensure it does not cause a 
nuisance to local businesses or residents.  

 
§ Provide SAG with the Events Management Plan at least six weeks prior to the Festival.  
 
§ Provide the Council with a Certificate of Insurance to cover Public Liability to £2 million pounds at least 2 

weeks before the Festival takes place.  
 

§ Ensure a comprehensive CCTV system is installed at the festival as per the minimum requirements of a Metropolitan 
Police Crime Prevention Officer.  
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K Koo Productions Safety Advisor  
 
The Media Safety Management Safety Advisor will:  

 
§ Report to K Koo Productions on any matter affecting public safety, liaising through the management team. 

 
§ Take an overview of Contractor Health and Safety arrangements and site conduct.  

 
§ Take any action necessary to ensure the safety of members of the public, Talent, Employees and Contractors during 

the period of the Festival (as noted in the schedule). 
 

§ Oversee the Stewarding and Security management ensuring briefings carried out. 
 

§ Ensure the safety of Employees is implemented in accordance with the individual company method statements.  
 
Stewards and Security Manager 
 
The Stewards and Security Guards will be from a reputable and experienced SIA accredited security and stewarding 
company to ensure public safety and to prevent crime and disorder. All Stewards will need to be fit to carry out their 
allocated duties, aged 18 years and over, and while on duty they will concentrate only on their duties and not on the 
performance. Stewards understand that they should:  

 
§ Fulfil their general responsibilities towards the health and safety of all categories of Audience (including those with 

special needs), other Stewards, Festival workers and themselves.  
 

§ Carry out pre-festival safety checks in accordance with their job role or pre-agreed terms with K Koo Productions 
e.g. fully search audience members to include wanding, bag searches and pat downs. At least one member of staff 
involved or supervising these searches will be equipped with a body worn video camera. If any member of the 
audience is found in possession of drugs, weapons or other items prohibited by the event then these items must be 
seized and the Police will be informed to deal with that particular person. Any person not submitting themselves to 
a search must be refused entry.   

 
§ Be familiar with the layout of the site and able to assist the Audience by giving information about the available 

facilities including first aid, toilet, water, welfare and facilities for people with special needs, etc. 
 

§ Guard entrances, exits and other strategic points; e.g. exit doors or gates which are not continuously secured in the 
open position while the Festival is in progress.  
 

§ Control or direct the Audience who are entering or leaving the Festival to help achieve an even flow of people into 
and from the various parts of the site.  
 

§ Recognise Crowd conditions to ensure the safe dispersal of Audience and the prevention of over-crowding.  
 

§ Assist in the safe operation of the Festival by keeping gangways and exits clear at all times and preventing standing 
on seats and furniture.  
 

§ Look out for signs of illegal substance use or illegal substance dealing at all times and when a crime or other incident 
requiring police attendance is reported to or discovered by a security operative, they shall obtain as much detail as 
possible with particular importance being place on identifying victims, suspects, witnesses and scenes of crime. 
 

§ Ensure that combustible refuse does not accumulate.  
 

§ Respond to emergencies (such as the early stages of a fire), raising the alarm and taking the necessary immediate 
action.  
 

§ Be familiar with the arrangements for evacuating the Audience, including coded messages and undertaking specific 
duties in an emergency.  
 

§ Communicate with the incident control centre in the Festival of an emergency.  
 

§ Not leave their place without permission or consume or be under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.  
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§ Remain calm and be courteous towards all members of the Audience.  

 
§ Wear a high visible tabard, coat or T-shirt with the wording ‘Steward’ on the back.  
  
In accordance with Council Guidance, the name and addresses of the Chief Steward / Chief Supervisor will need to be 
submitted two weeks before the Festival takes place.  
 
Bar Manager  
 
Each individual Bar Manager will:  
 
§ Directly instruct, monitor and support their bar staff in ensuring the requirements of the Licensing Act 2003 are 

adhered to at all times.  
 
§ Brief their staff before the event.  
 
§ Decant all drinks into plastic cups and ensure no discounts or promotions are given to Audience members.  
 
§ Cease the sale of alcohol at 21:30.  
 
First Aider Manager  
 
All Crusade Medical members have the sole objective to preserve life, prevent deterioration and to promote recovery of 
Employees, Contractors and those attending the Festival in an emergency by: 

 
§ Providing first aid to those in need.   

 
§ Where accidents are of a serious nature, dialling the relevant emergency service with immediate effect.  

 
§ Reporting and recording all accidents / incidents promptly to the main site contact from K Koo Productions.  

 
§ Ensuring they have adequate and appropriate first aid supplies.   

 
§ Complying with the Data Protection Act 1998.  
 
Contractors  
 
All Contractors will:  

 
§ Demonstrate adequate levels of Public Liability Insurance specific to the tasks they are going to undertake.  

 
§ Be prepared to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of their work and the health and safety hazards and risks 

involved in both their Health and Safety Policy and Risk Assessment documentation.  
 

§ Provide evidence on the competence of key Employees for the project and trained workforce.  
 

§ Confirm that they have sufficient resources to complete the work.  
 

§ Provide evidence of previous successful work that shows they can adopt and develop safe systems of working. In 
the absence of experience of previous work, they should be able to demonstrate an appropriate level of technical 
ability (for instance being a member of an accreditation scheme, professional organisation or trade association). 

 
Those who are supplying food to the Festival will also provide the following documentation:   
 
§ Food Hygiene Certificates issued by the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health. 

 
§ A Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Points Plan (“HACCP”).  

 
§ A Food Safety Plan.  
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§ Risk Assessment.  
 
In addition, those who are supplying electricity to the Festival will provide a temporary safety certificate signed by a 
qualified electrician to show that all electrics are safe. 
 
Bromley Council  
 
§ Bromley Council owes a ‘common duty of care’ to all their lawful visitors. The common duty of care is a duty to 

ensure any visitor will be reasonably safe when using the premises for the purposes for which they are invited or 
permitted by the occupier to be there.  
 

§ Bromley Council will also ensure that the premises, access and exits and any plant and substances within the 
premises are safe and without risks to the health of people, other than their workers, using the premises as a place 
of work or a place where they may use plant or substances provided for their use there. 

 
§ To notify K Koo Productions of the location of any existing overhead power lines or buried cables or pipelines.  
 
§ To notify K Koo Productions of any local bylaws in existence in the Farm.  
 
Communications & Consultation With Workforce   

 
§ Prior to the commencement of work on site all Employees and Contractors will be in receipt of the relevant health 

and safety information which will be sent to Heads of Departments (“HoDs”) to disseminate amongst their team via 
email (or by their choosing).   
 

§ Once on site all Employees and Contractors will have access to a hardcopy of the Safety Folder containing K Koo 
Productions Company Policy and Procedures. All persons attending this project will be made aware of the significant 
findings of any risk assessments completed in connection with their works. The immediate contact for site related 
issues is Katie Koo who can be contacted on 07960 326 140.  
 

§ Site Safety Briefings will take place on the first day of ‘breaking ground’ in accordance with the Risk Assessment.  
 

§ K Koo Productions actively encourages all Employees and Contractors to discuss any concerns they may have on 
safe working practices or matters they feel may affect their health, safety or welfare on this project.  
 

§ Daily Safety Briefings will be given at the beginning of each working day to discuss the daily work schedule. During 
this meeting, Employees and Contractors will be actively encouraged to ask questions.  
 

§ Regular daily communication will take place between all Employees, Contractors and the K Koo Productions site 
representative / Safety Advisor.  
 

§ Meetings will be held with the Structural Engineer (if necessary) prior to commencement, after any temporary support 
has been installed, and after any new steel structure has been installed.  
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ARRANGEMENTS  
 
Site Rules  
 
Once on-site Employees and Contractors should report to the main Production Office to collect a lanyard which will allow 
them appropriate backstage access. If a lanyard is not displayed then Employees and Contractors may be escorted off 
site by Security. After collecting the lanyard, those Employees and Contractors who are working on the rig, live Festival, 
and de-rig will be subject to a short ten-minute health and safety induction where they will be presented with the Site 
Rules and given the opportunity to ask any outstanding questions.  
 
The site will only be in operation between the hours of 11:00 to 17:00 on the 27th July 2018. On the day of the Live 
Festival the site will be in operation between the hours of 06:30 and 23:00. No de-rigging will take place after the live 
Festival. On the day of the de-rig, Sunday 29th July 2018, the site will be in operation between the hours of 08:00 to 
13:00. If this is not possible then the derig will commence on the 30th July 2018 from 08:00.  
 
All vehicles will need to be accounted for in advance to ensure there are enough parking spaces available. Therefore, 
Employees and Contractors will need to report to K Koo Productions in advance if parking is required. Vehicles should 
be driven at walking pace (roughly 5mph) once on site. Employees and Contractors will not use hazard lights but will 
indicate to show which direction the vehicle will be going.  
 
Employees and Contractors have a legal duty to take care of their own safety and not to do anything which may cause 
harm to others. Therefore, all Employees and Contractors will wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (“PPE”) 
at all times in accordance with the risk assessments. This may include high visibility vests if there are a lot of vehicle 
movements, hard hats if there is a risk of items falling from height on to those below, and steel toe caps boots if using 
or carrying heavy items which may damage feet if they were to fall.  
 
The Farm is open to the elements and therefore all Employees and Contractors should come appropriately dressed and 
prepared for any dramatic changes in the weather (e.g. wet weather gear and a change of clothes). They should ensure 
they bring sunscreen and water and take adequate rest breaks throughout the day to minimise the risk of sunstroke and 
sunburn. 

Any Plant Operators must have their ticket to hand for inspection should it be required. Anyone working on a Cherry 
Picker must wear an appropriately fitted harness which is appropriately clipped to the basket. Barriers should detail an 
exclusion zone around all MEWPS and cherry pickers to prevent items falling on those below. Equipment should also 
be tethered to the basket.  
 
Employees and Contractors should ensure they maintain good housekeeping practices including placing waste items in 
the bins provided and keeping tools in their relevant toolboxes when not in use to ensure escape exits and routes are 
maintained.  
 
Depending on where Employees and Contractors are based they may require hearing protection. This will be provided 
by Production and a plan drawn up of where it is likely hearing protection is needed. Signs will also be placed in these 
areas. K Koo Productions will not enforce hearing protection. It is up to the individual Employee and Contractor to wear 
it in areas which have been signed as needing hearing protection.  
 
All accidents and near misses should be reported into the Production Office. First aid treatment is available throughout 
the rig, live Festival, and de-rig and can be called by selecting channel 10 on the radios.   
 
In the unlikely event of a fire, Employees and Contractors should raise the alarm locally by shouting ‘Fire’ and then 
selecting main channel 1 on the radios to notify the Production Office. There will be several fire extinguishers available 
for use but they should only be used if the fire is the size of a waste paper basket and the person using it is trained and 
feels competent to do so.   
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SITE PREPARATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE  
 
Impact on Local Community  
 
The Festival will be publicised on social media sites, the Nostalgia website as well as several local radio stations. Only 
those who have purchased tickets in advance will be in attendance. Anyone who has not purchased tickets will be turned 
away at the entrance gates; this event is ticket only, no cash sales. Signs stating the same will be displayed at the 
entrance.  
 
Local businesses and residents within 300 yards of Hayes Farm will be contacted in advance of the Festival by letter 
and informed of the arrangements relating to road usage as well as any closures or access problems. This letter will be 
posted no later than the 10th June 2018.   
 
The Festival will be managed with the help of Security and Stewards and where necessary they will be used to help 
disperse Crowds at the end of the Festival. 
 
The Festival has been scheduled so as to allow access to public transport after the event has finished.  
 
Audience Profile  
 
Based on the Festival profile, using previous attendance at similar events around the country, the expected audience 
profile is: 
§ 60% male, 40% female split.  
§ Average age of 33 years old.  
§ In full time employment. 
§ Living in and around the Greater London area.  
 
Attendance at the Festival is not expected to exceed the capacity rate of 4000 members at any one time and previous 
experience has shown this type of Festival to be reasonably peaceful and the Audience good-natured.  
 
In addition to this Police Form 696 form has been completed and submitted.  
 
Ticketing  
 
All tickets will be sold through the Ticket Source website and will be purchased in advance of the Festival itself. Upon 
entrance to the Festival, tickets will be exchanged for wristbands. Wristbands must be worn at all times to show 
authorised access to the Festival. Anyone identified without a wristband will be escorted from the premises. The Terms 
and Conditions will be posted on the website and relevant signage placed around the entrance and exit points of the 
Festival. Stewards and Security will be on hand to answer any questions and direct the Audience.  
 
This event is a ticketed18+ only music festival. The festival will adopt the ‘Challenge 25 Scheme’ whereby any persons 
who appear to be under 25 years of age will be asked to prove they are in fact over 18 by providing identification by 
means of Passport, a photographic drivers licence, military ID or other recognised identification card approved by the 
proof of age standards scheme (PASS) and bearing the PASS logo regardless of whether they have purchased a ticket. 
In addition to this, a refusals log will be kept and maintained and available to view by Police or Council Officers on 
request.  
 
Employees and Contractors will have lanyards to show what level of access they have. Lanyards must be worn at all 
times. A list of Employees and Contractors will be held in the Production Office.  
 
Public Transportation  
 
The Festival Organisers have worked in conjunction with Bromley Council and have informed the local public 
transportation services of the potential influx of users on the 28th July 2018. Audience have access to Bromley North 
and Bromley South train stations and the use of several local bus routes. Local taxis firm, Cannon Cars, has been 
approached about providing a convenient taxi rank.  
 
Please see the Transport Management Plan from the Movie Lot for further information.  
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Access  
 
Scaffolding will be installed on the 26th July around the entrance to the Farm approximately 8m wide by 5m high.  
 
Snaked pressure barriers will be located at the main entrance to the Festival to help control Crowd movement and 
prevent against Crowd surges and crushing injuries. These barriers will be removed towards the end of the Festival to 
allow for safe egress from the event. Security and Stewards will control Crowd movement at all times and prevent 
unauthorised access into the Festival. Last entry to the site will be 19:00.  
 
The Stewards and Security Guards will be from a reputable and experienced SIA accredited security and stewarding 
company to ensure public safety and to prevent crime and disorder. They will wear high visibility clothing to identify 
themselves to the Audience. The Stewards will be in charge of the flow of the Audience from the entrance and will ensure 
there are no sudden surges. Temporary waiting pens may be created for the Audience to wait before the entrance should 
it be required.  
 
Mesh panel fencing will be located around the edge of the Farm to control unauthorised access into the Festival. This 
will be patrolled regularly by Security to prevent any breaches.  
 
The Festival will install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the minimum requirements of a Metropolitan 
Police Crime Prevention Officer. All entry and exit points will be covered enabling frontal identification of every person 
entering in any light condition. The CCTV system will continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable 
activities and during all times when Audience remain on the premises. All recordings will be stored for a minimum period 
of 31 days with date and time stamping. Recordings will also be made available immediately upon the request of Police 
or authorised officer throughout the preceding 31-day period.  
 
A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV system will be at the Festival at all 
times when it is open to the public. This staff member must be able to show a Police or authorised council officer recent 
data or footage with the absolute minimum of delay when requested. 
 
Stage barriers will be located at the front of the stage and an area created between the stage and the barrier to allow 
for anyone at the front who is taken ill to be lifted over the barrier and receive medical attention. A member of Crusade 
Medical will be located at either side of the stage and therefore able to help those who are taken ill. The gap between 
the Audience and the stage will also ensure that noise levels are controlled so that members of the public cannot get 
too close to speakers causing temporary or permanent ear damage. Security, Stewards and Crusade Medical will be 
required to wear adequate and appropriate hearing protection if they are based in this area. They will also receive a 
short ten-minute health and safety briefing about being located in this area.  
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Security Entrance Plan 
 
 

 
 
 
Drugs and Alcohol  
 
The Festival will have a zero tolerance on drugs. The Audience will be fully searched to include wanding, bag searches 
and pat downs. At least one member of staff involved or supervising these searches will be equipped with a body worn 
video camera. . If any member of the audience is found in possession of drugs, weapons or other items prohibited by 
the event then these items must be seized and the Police will be informed to deal with that particular person.  
 
Festivals always bring the risk of people consuming illegal substances before entry. The Festival reserves the right to 
refuse entry to any person who is too inebriated or under the influence of an illegal substance.  The Festival also reserves 
the right to remove people from the actual live event of the Festival under similar circumstances.  
 
Stewards and Security will look out for signs of illegal substance use or illegal substance dealing at all times and when 
a crime or other incident requiring police attendance is reported to or discovered by a security operative, they shall obtain 
as much detail as possible with particular importance being place on identifying victims, suspects, witnesses and scenes 
of crime. 
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Crusade Medical will be briefed before the Festival on the likelihood of Audience members being under the influence of 
illegal substances. K Koo Productions will work in conjunction with the police and any known substances will be identified 
in advance and Crusade Medical notified of the likelihood of their use to ensure they know how to treat those under the 
influence.  
 
Paramedics, nurses and first aiders will have an area they can remove people who are under the influence (of both 
drugs and alcohol) for appropriate treatment away from members of the public. In accordance with the Medical Plan, an 
ambulance may be requested. In this instance the Health and Safety Advisor, the Festival Organiser and Security will 
be notified.   
 
Security and Stewards will be monitoring the full area of the Festival at all times to ensure that Audience members are 
not left in need of medical attention e.g. having lost consciousness.  
 
Signs will be placed around the entry points to the Festival and the Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be 
available to view on the K Koo website and the Facebook Page.  
 
Please see the Medical Plan for further information.  
 
Violence  
 
There will also be a zero policy on violence and weapons. Upon entry to the Festival, the Audience will be stopped and 
searched to prevent weapons from making their way into the Festival. Audience members will also be given the 
opportunity to surrender prohibited items before being searched.  
 
All weapons will be disposed of in conjunction with the police and the member of public dealt with accordingly.  
 
To minimise the likelihood of everyday items being used as a weapon, the Festival has worked in conjunction with its 
food and drink providers and has placed a ban on the use of glassware and metal cutlery. Instead plastic cups, bottles 
and cutlery will be distributed.   
 
Although the Audience profile suggests that these types of Festivals are usually trouble free Security and Stewards will 
be on hand should it be required. Security will use Spotters to keep an eye on Audience members and will try to disperse 
any issues before they turn violent.  
 
Those Audience members who are involved in fights will be removed from the Festival and dealt with by the police 
accordingly.  
 
Signs stating the same will be placed around the entry points to the Festival and the Festivals Standard Terms and 
Conditions will be available to view on the K Koo website and the Facebook Page.  
 
Please see the Security Plan for further information.  
 
Welfare  
 
K Koo Productions has factored in several seating areas throughout the Festival where people can relax and consume 
food away from the main dance area. Audience members will also have access to a ‘chill out’ areas.  
 
Security and Stewards will be monitoring the full area of the Festival at all times to ensure that Audience members are 
not left in need of medical attention e.g. having lost consciousness.  
 
Please see the Security Plan for further information.  
 
Food 
 
Several local food stalls will be present on the day and will provide locally sourced food. All Catering Contractors will 
provide K Koo Productions with the following information:  
 
§ Food Hygiene Certificates issued by the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health. 

 
§ A Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Points Plan (HACCP).  
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§ A Food Safety Plan.  

 
§ Risk Assessment.  
 
A warning sign will be placed on the front of each stall if they are distributing items containing high allergens e.g. nuts. 
A list of ingredients will also be available at each stall upon request.  
 
To minimise the likelihood of everyday items being used as a weapon the Festival has worked in conjunction with its 
food and drink providers and has placed a ban on the use of glassware and metal cutlery. Instead plastic cups, bottles 
and cutlery will be distributed.   
 
Alcohol will be served at the Festival and K Koo Productions have ensured that all necessary licences have been applied 
for and granted in advance.  
 
Bottled water will also be served at the Festival.  
 
Queues will be locally organised by each independent stall. Should they require help or assistance they will have radios 
so they can summon Security and Stewards. There will be separate queues for VIP Holders which will minimise the time 
they have to wait.  
 
Toilets  
 
The Festival has a gate opening time of six hours of more with food and alcohol served in quantity and therefore K Koo 
Productions will be hiring in temporary toilets in the form of Portaloos or Portacabins to include 1 toilet per 75 women 
and 1 toilet per 400 men and 1 urinal per 100. With the current scale of 4000 Audience members with a 50/50 divide 
then the basic minimum toilet provisions K Koo Productions will have to hire in (rounding up to the nearest whole number) 
are:  
§ 28 female toilets.  
§ 6 male toilets.  
§ 20 urinals.  
 
Employees and Contractors will have access to separate toilet facilities so that they do not have to spend time in queues. 
These will be located ‘Backstage’ away from general public use.  
 
Noise  
 
Noise levels at entertainment & broadcasting venues are expected to exceed the first action level of 85 dB(A) for tasks 
carried out by K Koo Productions Employees. Therefore, under the Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 hearing 
protection will be readily available and Employees will be provided with information, instruction and training with regards 
to noise and its inherent risks. Where necessary, absorbent materials will be used to reduce reflected sounds and signs 
will be displayed in high noise areas.  
 
A suitably experienced and qualified Noise Control Consultant will be appointed with the approval of the licensing 
authority no later than 28 days prior to the Festival. The Noise Control Consultant will liaise with all parties and will have 
ultimate control of all sound levels on the day of the event. A Noise Management Plan will be approved by the Local 
Authority at least 28 days prior to the event and adhered to during the Festival.  
 
The Noise Control Consultant will give London Borough of Bromley Licensing and Public Health Nuisance Teams access 
to the noise monitoring results at any time it is requested.  
 
The Noise Control Consultant will monitor the noise levels in fifteen minute periods to be taken over exact quarters 
synchronised with the current time e.g. :00, :15, :30, :45.  
 
Pressure barriers will ensure that an adequate distance is kept between the Audience and any large speakers. This 
space will be used to prevent hearing damage to the Audience members and, where necessary, that area will also be 
used to evacuate ill Audience members for treatment by Crusade Medical. Around large speakers of any significant size 
(e.g. an rms output above 1kW) an exclusion zone of 3 metres minimum will be implemented.   
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It is recommended that the average sound level for an Festival is measured as an Leq dB 
and it should not exceed 107 dB(A) and the peak sound pressure level should not exceed 140 dB. These exposure 
levels will be applied to the entire Audience area and assessments will be made in locations adjacent to speakers 
systems.  
 
Chill out areas will be provided throughout the Festival which will allow for separation between Audience members and 
loud noise.  
 
The Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be available to view on the website and will warn the Audience of the 
risk to their hearing. The Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be available to view on the K Koo website and 
the Facebook Page.  
 
To comply with the Public Health Nuisance Team, the Noise Control Consultant will ensure the Music Noise level (“MNL”) 
will not exceed 45 dB(A) measured one meter from the façade of any residential premise over a 15 minute period and 
that the music level will not exceed a C-weighted limit up to an no more than 70 dB(A) in either of the 63Hz or 125hz 
octave frequency bands at 2km and beyond.  
 
A letter sent by K Koo Productions will be sent to local businesses and residents who may be reasonably affected by 
music from the event. The residents to be covered will be decided in advance between the Event Organiser and the 
Local Authority as part of the Noise Management Plan. The letter will advertise the existence of the event, the timings 
of the regulated entertainment and the Local Authority out of hours noise service including the telephone number.  
 
Signage  
 
To ensure members of the public can locate relevant services, the following signage will be displayed throughout the 
Festival: 
 
§ Toilets.  

 
§ Exits and entrances.  

 
§ First--aid points. 

 
§ Emergency services.  

 
§ Fire points.  

 
§ Welfare points.  

 
§ Information points.  
 
§ Drinking water. 
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Communications  
 
A Festival tailored system will be in place throughout the rig, live Festival and de-rig with the following radio channels 
implemented:  
 

Channel Allocation Issued to  No. of radios: 
1 Production Key personnel  
2 Site Staff  Key personnel  

3 Security Security Manager and 
Employees   

4 Emergency 
Services / ELT  Key personnel  

5 Electricians  Key personnel  

6 Stage & Sound 
Consultant  Key personnel  

7 Concessions  All concession owners   
8 First Aid Crusade Medical  
9    
10    
11    
12    
 TOTAL:   

 
All radios will be labelled by number and signed in and out to the Production Office each day. Employees and Contractors 
will ensure they return the radios to the Production Office each night to be placed on charge for the following day. The 
lanyards will have laminated key codes with the above channels detailed.  
 
Fairground  
 
The positioning of all rides will be agreed in advance between Production and the Fairground Providers to ensure safety. 
All relevant safety, inspection and insurance paperwork will be received in advance of the Festival.  
 
In adverse weather, those providing the fairground rides will champion the decision on whether or not to keep the rides 
operational.   
 
Queues will be locally organised by each independent ride operator. Should they require help or assistance, they will 
have radios so they can summon Security and Stewards.  
 
Please see the Fairground documentation for further information.  
 
CAD Site Plan  
 
The Computer Aided Design of the Site will include the following elements:  
 
§ Venue capacity / occupant capacity.  
 
§ Exit requirements.  
 
§ Venue access.  
 
§ Entrances.  
 
§ Sight lines.  
 
§ Seating arrangements.  
 
§ Slopes.  
 
§ Observation points.  
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§ First Aid Ambulance requirements.  
 
§ Public and stewarding positions.  
 
§ Site workers.  
 
§ Noise considerations.  
 
§ Catering and merchandising.  
 
§ Perimeter fencing.  
 
§ Signage.  
 
§ Welfare facilities.  
 
§ Excess visitors.  
 
§ Fire extinguishers.  
 
Adverse Weather  
 
Production will carefully monitor local weather conditions before the Festival and will make a decision 24 hours in 
advance as to whether the Festival should continue if adverse weather is predicted. In the event that it is decided the 
Festival should be cancelled, then the ‘Cancellation’ section below will be implemented.  
 
Should there be adverse weather during the Festival the Production Manager will make a decision as to whether the 
event should continue. In the unlikely event that the adverse weather is too extreme, the ‘Show Stop Procedure’ below 
may be implemented.   

Please see TDS Designer Risk Assessment for further information.  
 
Festival Contingency Plan – ‘Show Stop Procedure’  
 
Threats to life will automatically start the ‘Show Stop Procedure’. Threats to life include (but are not limited to) crowd 
collapse, structural collapse, fire, excessive crowd density, bomb threat, inclement weather or chemical incident.  
 
If a Show Stop Procedure is implemented then the following will happen:   
 
§ A member of Production will notify the Police, Security and Stewards of the Show Stop Procedure being 

implemented. They will then move along all radio channels starting from 1 to notify all Employees and Contractors.  
 

§ After being notified of the Show Stop Procedure, Security and Stewards will remove the pressure barriers at the 
main entrance to ensure safe mass exit.   

 
§ The secondary emergency exit will then be opened by Security and Stewards to help elevate the number of people 

attempting to exit from the main entrance point.  
 
§ Only once this has happened will the music be stopped and an announcement made to the Crowd by Katie Koo (or 

another delegated member of Production) asking them to evacuate following the directions of Security and 
Stewards.  
 

§ Employees and Contractors (depending on what end of the site they are based on) should leave the Festival by 
either exit: 
–  The Hayes Lane exit at the bottom entrance to Hayes Farm will have the Assembly Point at xxxxxx.  
– The xxxxxx exit at the top entrance to Hayes Farm will have the Assembly Point at the corner of xxxxxx.   
A register will be taken to ensure everyone has safely exited the site. Employees and Contractors should refrain 
from taking any personal belongings during the mass exit. 
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Terrorism  
 
K Koo Productions takes its responsibility of the duty of care to its Audience members, Contractors, and Employees 
very seriously. Therefore, they will be working in conjunction with the police to ensure that the likelihood of a terrorist 
attack before, during, or after the Festival is minimal.  
 
With both Police and Security presence close to the entry of the Festival it is likely to dissuade trouble.  
 
All Audience members will be stopped and searched upon entrance to the Festival itself.  Any illegal items will be 
confiscated and presented to the police or disposed of appropriately.  
 
Mesh panel fencing will be located around the edge of the Farm to control unauthorised access into the Festival. This 
will be regularly patrolled by Security to prevent any breaches or items being thrown over. However, in the event that a 
suspect package is found Employees and Contractors should not attempt to touch or move the object. Instead, they 
should alert persons in the immediate area and withdraw to a safe distance. They should also report the package into 
the Production Office by selecting Channel 1 on the radios and issuing a ‘Code Black’ warning. Production will then 
alert the police and take the lead from them as to whether the Show Stop Procedure should be implemented.  
 
The Festival is reasonably small in nature with less than 1500 people in attendance (both Audience members and 
Employees / Contractors). It is also not being broadcast live. These types of small Festivals rarely attract the attention 
of terrorism.  
 
Further plans to be confirmed with local police.  
 
Cancellation  
 
If the Festival is cancelled 24 hours or more in advanced then the Festival Organiser, K Koo Productions, will notify all 
those who purchased tickets by email.  
 
If the Festival is cancelled with less than 24 hours notice then the Festival Organiser, K Koo Productions, will notify all 
those who purchased tickets by both text message (if this was provided at the time of purchase) and email. Signs will 
be place at mainline train stations (with approval from the train companies) and by both entrances to the Festival. 
Security and Stewards will be on hand to answer any questions from those who arrive despite the above being 
implemented.  
 
In both events, the Festival Organiser, K Koo Productions, will post notifications on the Nostalgia website and all social 
media outlets including Twitter and Facebook. When purchasing tickets to the Festival, the Audience will be encouraged 
to follow Nostalgia through social media to keep up to date.  
 
The Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will also contain the above information about Cancellations on the K Koo 
website and the Facebook Page. No refunds will be given at any point.  
 
First Aid  
 
K Koo Productions and the Health and Safety Advisor from Media Safety Management will work in conjunction with the 
first aid providers, Crusade Medical, to produce a full Medical Plan to include the amount of first aiders required for this 
Festival, how to safely complete an emergency evacuation from the area in front of the stage, how an ambulance will 
be safely bought on to site, and where the first aiders will be located.  
 
Signs will be placed around the first aid area to alert the Audience of the location of first aid treatment.  
 
According to the documentation ‘Bromley Event Guidance Notes 2016’, the following sets out a method of estimating a 
reasonable level of first aid resources:   
 
Table 1 ‘Event Nature’  
 
Nature of event - Music festival – 3 points 
 
Venue - Outdoor in confined location, e.g. park – 2 points 
 
Mixed Standing / Seated – 2 points 
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Audience Profile – Full Mix – Rival Fractions – 5 points 
 
= 12 points 
 
Table 2 ‘ Event Intelligence’   
 
Past History – First Event – No Data – 3 points 
 
Expected Numbers <3000 – 3 points 
 
= 6 points 
 
Table 3 ‘Additional Expectations’  
 
Expected queuing - Less than 4 hours – 1 points 
 
Time of year - (Outdoor events) – Summer – 2 points 
 
Proximity to definitive care - Less than 30 min by road – 0 points 
 
Nearest suitable A&E Facility - Less than 30 min by road – 0 points 
 
Profile of definitive care - Choice of A&E departments – 1 points 
§ Princess Royal University Hospital – 3.1 miles.  
§ University Hospital Lewisham – 3.9 miles  
§ Croydon University Hospital – 5.4 miles  
§ Queen Elizabeth Hospital – 5.5 miles  
§ Kings College Hospital – 6.6 miles  
§ Newham General Hospital – 8.4 miles  
§ St Georges Hospital (London) – 8.4 miles  
 
Additional Hazards – Carnival – 1 points 
 
Additional on site facilities – 0 points 
 
= 5 points 
 
Totalling 23 points 
 
Therefore, the following first aid services are required:  
 

 
Score 

 
Ambulance 

 
First 
aiders 

 
Ambulance 
personnel 

 
Doctor 

 
Nurse 

 
NHS ambulance 
manager 

 
Support unit 

 
21-25 
 

 
1 

 
6 

 
2 

 
0 

 
0 

 
Visit 

 
0 

 
All necessary first aid forms will be completed and shared with Production so that K Koo Productions can comply with 
the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995.  
 
The medical provider and K Koo Productions will ensure all necessary forms will comply with The Data Protection Act 
1998.  
 
Please see the Medical Plan for further information.  
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Fire  
 
In the unlikely Festival of a fire in the rig or de-rig Employees and Contractors will raise the alarm locally by shouting 
‘Fire’ and then select main channel 1 on the radios to notify the Production Office. There will be several fire extinguishers 
available for use but they should only be used if the fire is the size of a waste paper basket and the person using it is 
trained and feels competent to do so.   
 
In the unlikely Festival of a fire in the Live Festival stage, the procedure for a ‘Show Stop’ will be considered unless the 
fire can be dealt with locally and swiftly by a fire warden (potentially Security or Stewards).  
 
The TDS Designer will ensure there are enough exits leading from the stage and K Koo Productions will ensure these 
exits lead to suitable and safe routes out of the Festival.  
 
Please see TDS Designer Risk Assessment and Festival Plan for further information.  
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RISK ASSESSMENT  
 
Methodology of the Risk Assessment  
 
A risk assessment is defined a systematic method of looking at work activities, considering what could go wrong, and 
deciding on suitable control measures to prevent loss, damage or injury in the workplace. The Assessment should 
include the controls required to eliminate, reduce or minimise the risks. 
 
Under Regulation 3 of the Management of Health and Safety At Work Regulations 1999 the risk assessment should be 
“suitable and sufficient” or in other words adequate. In deciding the amount of effort an Employer needs to put into 
assessing risks, they will have to consider how significant the hazards are and whether precautions are in place so that 
the risks are small. Generally the more significant a hazard is, the more resources an Employer should put into the 
assessment.  
 
Using this principle, the risk assessor will evaluate the level of the risk and decide on appropriate precautions (or ‘Control 
Measures’) to implement using the Hierarchy of Control as follows:  
 
§ Eliminate – If the hazard is removed, all the other management controls such as assessment, record keeping, 

training and auditing are no longer needed, with subsequent time cost savings e.g. Materials are supplied pre-
painted rather than having to paint them. 
 

§ Reduce – If the hazard cannot be removed it should be substituted for a lower hazard e.g. using a water-based 
paint rather than one that is spirit based. 
 

§ Isolate the hazard - Using local exhaust ventilation to control the risk at source for example.   
 

§ Control – Implement organisational and technical controls such as Safe Systems of Work, procedures, training, 
supervision, local exhaust ventilation, machine guards, safety devices and tools to carry out the task to keep hands 
away from the rollers etc. 
 

§ Personal Protective Equipment – This is the last control measure in the hierarchy as it only controls those who 
are wearing it and not those who may come into contact with the activity e.g. wearing a dust mask when sanding.  
 

§ Discipline – Ensure all controls are monitored reviewed and enforced. 
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LOAD IN AND LOAD OUT RISK ASSESSMENT (“Rig & derig”) 
 
This risk assessment details the hazards, risks, and control measures associated with the load in, rig, de-rig, and load 
out of those setting up the music Festival. A separate risk assessment will deal with the Live Festival.  
 
Hazard & Risks  
 

Initial 
Risk  

What action is required to control risk?  Residual 
Risk  

Inter-agency 
Awareness  
§ Confusion leading to 

injury.  

Medium  § Joint agency planning meetings will take place before the 
Festival to ensure all safety requirements are met.  

§ A rigging and de-rigging schedule will be put in place by K 
Koo Productions and all Contractors will be aware of the 
times they are allowed on site.  

§ All risk assessment findings will be shared as necessary to 
ensure co-ordination and communication of information via 
email. Printouts will be available upon request.    

§ All Contractors will be notified as to the procedures to be 
followed in the event of an emergency.  

§ During the build and de-rig periods Employees and 
Contractors will wear a High Visibility jacket as detailed by 
the Site Rules and suitable footwear. Other Personal 
Protective Equipment (e.g. gloves, hard hats etc.) will be 
worn as necessary.  

§ Hard hats will be worn when anyone is working below 
someone else or where there is a risk of anything falling from 
above in accordance with Site Rules.  
 

 

Low  

Contractors  
§ Confusion leading to 

injury. 
 
 

Medium  § The Production Manager has been informed of the 
requirements of Contractor competency and has therefore 
sought evidence of each Contractor's ability and competence 
relevant to their area of practice. This includes: 
– Written Safety Policy.  
– Risk Assessments and Method Statements detailing how 

they will complete the work.  
– Qualifications and proof of professional registration.  
– Evidence of experience in the same type of work. 
– Past Safety Record. 
– Their own criteria for selecting sub-contractors. 
– Evidence of Insurance.   

§ It remains the responsibility of the Production Manager to 
ensure they are satisfied with the competence of each 
Contractor and that the documentation provided addresses 
their specific requirements. 

 
 

Low  

Access & Egress 
§ Confusion leading to 

injury. 
§ Road traffic 

accidents.  
§ Slips, trips and falls.  
 

Medium  § The Farm is owned by the Rookery Family. There are two 
access points into the Farm (as detailed in the Site Plans). All 
Contractors will know their scheduled times for load in and 
de-rig and which access point they are to use.  

§ Employees and Contractors will ensure they abide by the 
documentation provided by K Koo Productions to include the 
Emergency Procedures and Site Safety Rules For All 
Personnel (aka “Site Rules”). This will be emailed in 
advanced of the load in.  

§ Prior to load in Employees and Contractors will also receive 
the document explaining the site layout as well as where the 
facilities are in the local area. 

§ Before accessing the site all drivers, traders, and Contractors 
will report to the Production Office as dictated by the Site 
Rules.  

Low  
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§ Employees and Contractors will be Safety Briefed upon 
arrival to Hayes Farm to ensure they know where to park their 
vehicles, how to evacuate the Farm in an emergency as well 
as where to assemble during an emergency evacuation.  

§ The Farm is not open to the public, but there are horses who 
are boarded here and their owners come to look after them.  

§ Employees and Contractors will be issued with lanyards to 
show what level of access they have. Lanyards will be worn 
at all times to identify that they belong to Production. A list of 
Employees and Contractors will also be held in the 
Production Office and used in the event of an emergency 
evacuation.  

§ Employees and Contractors will be in communication with 
one another throughout the Festival by talkback, radio, or 
mobile phones.  

§ Employees and Contractors will be expected to wear 
appropriate footwear for outdoor working and are aware that 
the ground is uneven throughout the Farm.  
 
 

Use of Vehicles  
§ Road traffic 

accidents due to poor 
maintenance, 
speeding or driver 
incompetence.   

 

Medium § All drivers have the appropriate licence for the vehicle to be 
driven and adequate experience to ensure safety.  

§ Traffic management arrangements will be in place as 
necessary to ensure drivers know where they are going once 
they reach location and therefore do not cause a nuisance to 
the public.  

§ Drivers will be vigilant for cyclists weaving in and out of traffic 
and negotiating turns without proper indication. Drivers will 
be particularly vigilant when turning into the Farm.  

§ All vehicles will be monitored via Security and drivers are 
aware that no parking is available without prior agreement 
with K Koo Productions.  

§ All vehicles require a pass to access the site and drivers must 
use headlights in low visibility but not use their hazard lights. 
Drivers should use their indicators to signal which way they 
want to turn when on site.  

§ There will be a reduced speed limit around the Farm at 
walking pace (roughly 5mph) and all drivers will be vigilant for 
members of the public and wildlife.  

§ Drivers will be made aware that there are no designated 
roads in the Farm itself and therefore vehicles will be 
expected to move across grass, which in adverse weather 
may be boggy.  

§ Vehicles are only to be allowed on / off site as and when K 
Koo Productions permits. Timings will be confirmed through 
email.  

§ Vehicles reversing without clear rear vision must have a 
banksmen.  

 
 

Low  

Manual Handling  
§ Slips, trips and falls.  
§ Bruises, scrapes and 

cuts.  
§ Musculoskeletal 

disorders.  
 

Medium  § All manual-handling activities will be avoided where possible 
and only trained, competent, and authorised Employees and 
Contractors will lift items.  

§ Personal Protective Equipment (“PPE”) will be worn where 
appropriate e.g. steel toe capped boots, gloves, and high 
visibility vests.  

§ Suitable rest breaks will be incorporated into the working day.  
§ All manual handling activities will be dynamically risk 

assessed by:  
– Assessing the load and gauging the weight.  

Low 
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– Removing obstructions along the pathway to the 
destination point.  

– Adopting a good lifting posture e.g. adopt a stable and 
balanced posture for lifting, bend the knees, get a firm 
grip of the item, bring the item into the body and keep it 
close, move the feet instead of twisting the body, put the 
item down and then adjust it into its final resting position.   

§ Employees and Contractors will minimise lifting and carrying 
of items by: 
– Parking close to the location.  
– Using manual handling aids such as trolleys or wheeled 

cases. 
– Breaking the item down into smaller more manageable 

loads. 
– Sharing the load with additional people.  

 
 

Use of Tools  
§ Slips, trips and falls.  
§ Bruises, scrapes and 

cuts.  
§ Musculoskeletal 

disorders.  
 

Medium  § Only trained, competent, and authorised Employees and 
Contractors will use tools and PPE will be worn where 
appropriate e.g. steel toe capped boots, gloves, and hearing 
protection.  

§ All tools and equipment will be fit for purpose, in good 
condition, and inspected by the individual user before use.  

§ Tools will be appropriately packed away at the end of each 
working day.  

§ All tools will be appropriate for the job.  
 
 

Low  

Working at Height  
§ Falls from height.  
§ Objects falling from 

height.  
 

High  § In accordance with the Work at Height Regulations 2005 (as 
amended in 2007), working at height will be avoided 
altogether.  Where this is not possible, working at height will 
be properly planned, managed, and organised.  

§ Those undertaking tasks at height will be competent and 
authorised to do so and will wear appropriate clothing, 
footwear, and PPE.  

§ An appropriate risk assessment (or dynamic risk 
assessment) will be completed beforehand taking into 
account the equipment used to work at height e.g. ladders, 
step ladders, scissor lifts etc.  

§ Please see Riggers Risk Assessment for further information 
about working at height.  

 
 

Medium  

Scaffold Towers  
§ Falls from height.  
§ Objects falling from 

height.  
 

Medium  § All scaffolds and supporting trusses will be supplied from 
reputable suppliers, be designed, and built by competent 
people and will be safe for its intended purpose.  

§ All scaffolds will be assembled on level ground and a 
competent person will ensure loads placed on the scaffolds 
do not exceed the state safe working load given by the 
manufacturer / supplier. Where necessary spreader boards 
will be used to prevent subsidence.  

§ All working scaffolds and supporting trusses will be inspected 
and tagged at appropriate intervals in accordance with Work 
at Height Regulations 2005.   

§ Those building and dismantling the scaffolds will wear 
appropriate PPE e.g. hard hats, safety boots etc.  

§ A Scafftag will be fitted at all legal access points (normally 
ladder access).  

§ Copies of the inspection records will be kept on site in the 
Production Office and a further copy to be retained for a 

Medium / 
Low.  
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period of three months from completion of the work by the 
person on whose behalf the inspection was carried out.  

§ All necessary exclusion zones will be implemented around 
the base of the scaffold.  

§ Employees and Contractors will ensure the weight load of the 
Scaffolding Tower is known and not exceeded.  

§ Where possible, steps will be used rather than ladders. 
Where this is not possible, those climbing the ladders will try 
to maintain a three-point grip at all times. Where equipment 
is being taken up the ladder, all due care and attention will be 
taken when ascending / descending the ladder.  

§ Toe boards will be placed on all scaffolds, where possible, to 
prevent feet going over the edge and mid-rails and 
floorboards will also be installed.  

§ Those climbing the tower will not suffer from vertigo or a fear 
of heights.  

§ Any towers will not be climbed or used in high winds or 
adverse weather such as thunder and lightening or strong 
rains.  

§ Where necessary, and if equipment is to be placed over the 
edge of the scaffold tower, equipment will be tied off to 
prevent a fall from height.  
 
 

Mobile Elevated Work 
Platforms (“MEWPs”) 
e.g. Cherry Pickers  
§ Falls from height.  
§ Objects falling from 

height.  
 

Medium  § Those working at height will consider whether the MEWP is 
the most suitable means of access for their task or whether 
other equipment should be utilised.  

§ If hiring in the MEWP and the Operator, Production will ask 
to receive the relevant documentation to include the risk 
assessments (also known as a Lifting Plan), method 
statements, any inspection documentation, and a Rescue 
Plan.  

§ The HoD of the department hiring the MEWP will ensure that 
it complies with the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 
Regulations 1998 (LOLER) and has therefore been: 
- Appropriately maintained and records of this 

maintenance kept e.g. an Inspection Certificate issued 
within the previous 6 months.  

- Examined before first use (unless there is a valid 
Declaration of Conformity made less than 12 months 
earlier). 

- Examined before use if it has been exposed to conditions 
which could cause deterioration liable to result in danger 
e.g. adverse weather.  

§ The Operator will have the appropriate International Powered 
Access Federation (IPAF) Licence for the MEWP to be used.  

§ The Operator will ensure the MEWP is positioned on a stable, 
level surface free from overhead obstructions, and the 
surface will remain stable.  

§ The Operator will ensure the MEWP remains stable in 
adverse weather conditions (especially on water-logged 
ground which could cause the machinery to sink) and will 
seek Council confirmation that the land has suitable weight 
bearing capacity. Should the MEWP be used on the stage 
the Operator will seek confirmation that it also has suitable 
weight bearing capacity.  

§ The MEWP itself will not be used in adverse weather 
conditions to include, but not limited to, lightening and strong 
winds.  

Medium / 
Low 
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§ Any load placed on the MEWP will not exceed the Safe 
Working Load (SWL) of the machinery.  

§ In accordance with LOLER the lift will be:  
- Appropriately planned by a competent person.  
- Appropriately supervised.  
- Completed in a safe manner.  

§ Where appropriate, an exclusion zone will be implemented 
around the base of the MEWP and those working below will 
wear appropriate PPE e.g. hard hats and safety boots.  

§ The Operator, Employees, and Contractors and any 
equipment be harnessed to the MEWP at all times and all 
equipment will be secondary safety bonded where 
appropriate.  

§ Any cabling from the MEWP e.g. cameras, work tools etc. will 
be managed or secured at ground level to prevent snagging 
or cables hitting those on the ground when the platform is 
moved.  
 
 

Generators  
§ Build-up of 

poisonous gases.  
§ Diesel leakage into 

the water. 
§ Fire. 

Medium  § All generators bought onto location will be fit for purpose, 
supplied from a reputable supplier, and operated by a 
competent and experienced person.  

§ All generators will be earthed and sited in an appropriate 
location away from the lake and waterways to ensure diesel 
does not leak into any water supplies or bodies of water. 

§ The exhaust will be directed away from the Crowd and stage 
area to prevent carbon monoxide accumulating.  

§ All generators will be cordoned off with access only to those 
that are trained in its use. 

§ Each generator will have a fire extinguisher and spillage kit 
located close by for use.  

§ Any fuel will be stored away from the generator in a lockable 
fireproof container.  

 
 

Low  

Electricity  
§ Electrocution.  
§ Fire.  

High  § All electrical equipment will be connected by a qualified 
electrician and the Gaffer will confirm that the power supplies 
are suitable for purpose e.g. are of appropriate supply rating, 
have appropriate connections (e.g. square, round or 
Ceeform, etc.), and all are in a serviceable condition.  

§ Only qualified, competent electricians will complete electrical 
works on site and with the permission of the Council. 
Electricians will be qualified to the IET (Previously the IEE) 
Wiring Regulations 17th Edition as a minimum.  

§ All electrical equipment brought onto site (including cables 
and leads) will be fit for purpose and PAT certified. 

§ All electrics will be run through Residual Current Devices 
(“RCDs”), which will be tested every day.  

§ All equipment will be pre-use inspected to ensure it is safe to 
use and that there are no fraying cables or damage to the 
equipment. 

§ Any rented equipment will come from a reputable supplier 
with all relevant certificates, maintenance schedules, and 
insurances in place.  

§ All electrical equipment will be suitable for use in adverse 
weather conditions and all cabling will be appropriately 
managed (ramped, flown or matted).  

§ All cabling will be routed to minimise tripping hazards and 
potential mechanical damage.  

Medium / 
Low 
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§ Cabling will be placed in a position which facilitates safe 
installation and removal. Particular care will be paid to 
position of cable connections. 

§ Where possible, cabling will be run along existing or 
temporary fence lines but care will be taken when doing so to 
ensure that the cables cannot be damaged by sharp 
protruding edges or faults in the fencing. 

§ Running cables along moveable metal fencing (Heras type or 
barrier) will be avoided if possible.  

§ If running along fixed temporary fencing (spiked into the 
ground) then appropriate sheathed cable will be used.  

§ Any cable running along a fence line will be suspended to 
maintain ingress protection, where possible. 

§ Please see Gaffer risk assessment for further details.  
 
 

Lighting  
§ Electrocution.  
§ Fire.  
§ Lighting falling from 

grid on to those 
below.  

§ Burns.  

Medium  § The Gaffer will supply Production with proof of competence 
such as qualifications in electrical safety / lighting e.g. City & 
Guilds and / or attendance on practical lighting courses and 
experience on other similar productions as well as a separate 
risk assessment.  

§ The Gaffer will rig, operate, and de-rig all lighting used, or 
supervise these activities appropriately, to ensure safety.  

§ The Gaffer will ensure that all electrical equipment to be used 
is suitable for purpose e.g. correct current / voltage rating and 
that all lighting equipment has undergone appropriate 
inspection and testing before use.   

§ All suspended or clamped lighting will have a tested 
secondary bond in case of accidental release and all lighting 
stands will be weighted as necessary to prevent them falling.  

§ The Gaffer will ensure that all lighting heads will be left to cool 
before handling or wrapping and that suitable protective 
gloves be worn if adjusting hot lighting heads.  

§ See Gaffer’s risk assessment for further details.  
 
 

Low  

Temporary 
Demountable Structure 
(“TDS”) – The Stage  
§ Collapse.  
§ Lightning strike.  
 

High § To ensure the stability of a structure during erection and use, 
consideration will be given to its location and orientation early 
on in the planning of an event. Confirmation will be sought 
from the Council that the planned area has the correct load-
bearing capacity and does not have any underground 
services underneath it which may be disturbed or cause 
issues.  

§ Advice will be sought from the TDS Designer as to the 
possible effect of ground elevation and prevailing winds 
before the Site Plan is locked into place.  

§ Confirmation will be given to the TDS Designer in advance 
as to what load will be placed on the TDS to include lighting 
grid, sound equipment such as speakers, people, machinery 
etc.  

§ Please see the risk assessment from the TDS Designer.  
 
 

Medium  

Working Hours  
§ Tiredness leading to 

mistakes.  

Medium  § Working time regulations will be complied with. Where 
working hours exceed the Working Time Directives, an Opt 
Out Clause will be signed by Employees voluntarily. 

§ No one under the age of 18 will be able to work more than an 
eight-hour day or sign an Opt Out Clause. 

§ Sensible scheduling will ensure Employees and Contractors 
are provided with adequate rest breaks.  

Low  
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Welfare  
§ Illness from lack of 

welfare facilities. 

Medium § An adequate amount of portable toilets will be located on site.  
§ Hand sanitiser will be provided and where running water is 

available, anti-bacterial hand wash will also be available for 
use.  

§ A Smoking Area will be provided for Employees and 
Contractors with a sand bucket to extinguisher their 
cigarettes. Cigarettes will not be placed on the floor and 
stamped out.  

§ A runner will ensure any cigarette butts are collected and the 
sand bin is regularly and safely emptied. They will also 
ensure the sand is replenished for smokers to extinguish their 
cigarettes.  
 
 

Low  

Weather  
§ Dehydration.   
§ Sunstroke.  
§ Hypothermia. 
 

Low  § The Farm is open to the elements and therefore Employees 
and Contractors should come appropriately dressed and 
prepared for any dramatic changes in the weather (e.g. wet 
weather gear and a change of clothes).  

§ Employees and Contractors should note that the open Farm 
can be windy and therefore equipment may need weighting.  

§ Employees and Contractors should ensure they bring 
sunscreen and water and take adequate rest breaks 
throughout the day to minimise the risk of sunstroke and 
sunburn.  
 
 

Low  

Personal Precautions  
§ Bee or wasp stings.  
§ Hay fever.  
§ Dog Bites.  
 
 

Low  § Employees and Contractors will notify Production if they have 
any serious allergies to bee or wasp stings to include whether 
they have and require the use of an Epi Pen.  

§ The Farm is not open to the public, but there are horses who 
are boarded here and their owners come to look after them. 
There are several horses at a stable adjoining the Farm. 
Employees and Contractors should avoid contact with the 
horses and refrain from feeding them or encouraging their 
presence to the side of the fence.  

 
 

Low  

Waste  
§ Attracting vermin.  
§ Fire.  

Low  § All Employees and Contractors on site are responsible for 
maintaining tidy and safe working areas using the waste bins 
provided. 

§ Production will ensure that bins are emptied at regular 
intervals to prevent rubbish accumulation.  

 
 

Low  

First Aid  
§ Exacerbating injuries 

through not being 
able to call the 
emergency services.   

 

High  § Where necessary, during the rig and derig Employees and 
Contractors will have access to a first aider or third party 
medical cover (e.g. a unit nurse or paramedic).  

§ The details of local A&E departments will be known to 
Production and Employees and Contractors will have access 
to mobile phones to alert the emergency services should it be 
required. 

§ All accidents & near misses will be reported to the Production 
Office who will report them to the HSE in accordance with 
RIDDOR (where appropriate). 

 
 
 

Low  
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Fire  
§ Building Damage.  
§ Equipment Damage.  
§ Smoke inhalation.  

 § The Production Manager will ensure: 
– There are relevant fire extinguishers on location.  
– There are suitable and sufficient means for identifying a 

fire e.g. smoke alarms.  
– All emergency exits are unlocked and able to be utilised 

in an emergency.  
§ The PM is aware fire-fighting foams are not suitable for 

discharge into watercourses either directly or through a 
surface water drainage system as they are highly polluting 
even when greatly diluted. 

§ Employees and Contractors will ensure they know where 
their nearest fire point is and will report any smells of gas or 
petrol to the Production Manager.  

§ If a fire is spotted then Employees and Contractors will: 
– Raise the alarm.  
– Clear the area.  
– Tackle the small fire if they are competent to do so.  
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LIVE FESTIVAL RISK ASSESSMENT  
 
This risk assessment details the hazards, risks and control measures associated with the Live Festival and takes into 
consideration filming and the Audience.  
 
Hazard & Risks  
 

Initial 
Risk  

What action is required to control risk?  Residual 
Risk  

Audience Profile  
§ Unauthorised access 

into the Festival. 
§ Violence leading to 

injury. 
§ Underage drinking.   

Low  § Those attending festivals do so to listen to live music, dance, 
be with friends, and be around people who are of a similar 
mind-set. Therefore the likelihood of trouble is minimal.  

§ There is always a chance of violence and aggression at 
Festivals but the Audience profile also suggests that the risk 
of violence is minimal –  
– 60% male, 40% female split.  
– Average age of 33 years old.  
– In full time employment. 
– Living in and around the Greater London area.  

§ Tickets will only be purchased by people who are over the 
age of 18 and relevant identification will be checked by the 
Stewards at the main entrance. This will prevent under age 
people getting into the Festival and consuming large amounts 
of alcohol leading to trouble.  

§ This event is a ticketed18+ only music festival. The festival 
will adopt the ‘Challenge 25 Scheme’ whereby any persons 
who appear to be under 25 years of age will be asked to prove 
they are in fact over 18 by providing identification by means 
of Passport, a photographic drivers licence, military ID or 
other recognised identification card approved by the proof of 
age standards scheme (PASS) and bearing the PASS logo 
regardless of whether they have purchased a ticket. In 
addition to this, a refusals log will be kept and maintained and 
available to view by Police or Council Officers on request.  

§ In the event of a violent situation or attack there will be 
several members of Security and Stewards who can minimise 
the situation and disperse those involved. Should it be 
required, K Koo Productions will also have a duty number to 
call to alert the police who will be able to provide advice.  

§ There will be several Spotters located around the festival who 
will be able to foresee potential fights and prevent them from 
happening beforehand.  

§ The Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be 
available to view on the website and will warn the Audience 
of the Festivals right to eject those who are violent.  

§ Those attending the Festival will be stopped and searched 
upon entry to the Farm to check for illegal substances such 
as drugs, weapons as well as personal alcohol. Any illegal 
items will be confiscated and presented to the police or 
disposed of appropriately.  

§ Audience members will also be given the opportunity to 
surrender prohibited items before being searched.  
 

 

Low  

Tickets  
§ Unauthorised access 

into the Festival.  
§ Underage drinking.  

Low  § Tickets will be purchased online in accordance with the K Koo 
Productions Standard Terms and Conditions which will 
include a paragraph about being over 18 years of age.  

§ Tickets will be swapped out at the main gates for wristbands. 
Signs will be placed around the main entrance and exit 
stating that once a member of the Audience leaves, there is 
no re-entry.   

Low  
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§ Wristbands must be worn at all times to show authorised 
access to the Festival. 

§ Employees and Contractors will be issued with lanyards to 
show what level of access they have. Lanyards will be worn 
at all times to identify that they belong to Production. A list of 
Employees and Contractors will also be held in the 
Production Office.  

 
 

Drugs and Alcohol  
§ Overdose.  

High  § Festivals always bring the risk of people consuming illegal 
substances before entry. The Festival reserves the right 
under its Standard Terms and Conditions to refuse entry to 
any person who is too inebriated or under the influence of an 
illegal substance.  

§ Signs will be placed around the entry points to the Festival 
and the Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be 
available to view on the website.  

§ The Audience will be fully searched to include wanding, bag 
searches and pat downs. At least one member of staff 
involved or supervising these searches will be equipped with 
a body worn video camera. If any member of the audience is 
found in possession of drugs, weapons or other items 
prohibited by the event then these items must be seized and 
the Police will be informed to deal with that particular person. 
Any person not submitting themselves to a search must be 
refused entry.   

§ Any illegal items will be confiscated and presented to the 
police or disposed of appropriately.  

§ Audience members will also be given the opportunity to 
surrender prohibited items before being searched.  

§ The Festival also reserves the right to remove people from 
the Festival under similar circumstances.  

§ Crusade Medical will be briefed before the Festival of the 
likelihood of Audience members being under the influence of 
illegal substances.  

§ K Koo Productions will work in conjunction with the police and 
any known substances will be identified in advance and 
Crusade Medical notified of the likelihood of their use.  

§ Paramedics, nurses, and first aiders will have an area they 
can remove people who are under the influence (of both 
drugs and alcohol) for appropriate treatment away from 
members of the public.  

§ In accordance with the Medical Plan an ambulance may be 
requested. In this instance the Health and Safety Advisor, the 
Festival Organiser, and Security will be notified.   

§ Security and Stewards will be monitoring the full area of the 
Festival at all times to ensure that Audience members are not 
left passed out and in need of medical attention.  

§ Please see the Medical Plan for further information.  
 

 

Medium / 
Low  

Public Transportation  
§ Road traffic 

accidents.  
§ Vehicle / pedestrian 

collision.  
§ Audience members 

being stranded.  
 

Low  § K Koo Productions will work in conjunction with Bromley 
Council and will inform the local public transportation services 
of the potential influx of users on the 28th July 2018.  

§ The Audience have access to Bromley North and Bromley 
South train stations and the use of several local bus routes.  

§ Local taxis firms have also been informed about the Festival 
and have been given an area close by to use as a convenient 
taxi rank.  

Low  
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§ The area of Bromley has good mobile phone reception and 
therefore the Audience will be able to order personal taxis 
and get in contact with friends and family who may be 
dropping them off and picking them up from the Festival. K 
Koo Productions will organise, in conjunction with Bromley 
Council, a suitable ‘Pick up and Drop Off’ area which ensures 
members of the public and other road users are not disrupted 
by this process.  

 
 

Crowd Management 
during Access & 
Egress 
§ Crushing injuries.   
§ Crowd Surges.  
§ Unauthorised access 

to the Festival.  
 

High / 
Medium  

§ The amount of tickets to the Festival is limited to 4,000 
ensuring there will never be more Audience members on site 
than it can deal with.  

§ There will be roughly 200 other people to include Talent, 
Production, Employees, and Contractors. Those working for 
the festival will have a secondary access / egress point to use 
to minimise the amount of people using the main entrance.  

§ Around the main entrance there will be snaked pressure 
barriers to help control crowd movement and prevent against 
crowd surges and crushing injuries. Security and Stewards 
will control crowd movement at all times and prevent 
unauthorised access into the Festival. 

§ Mesh panel fencing will be located around the edge of the 
Farm to control unauthorised access into the Festival. This 
will be patrolled regularly by Security to prevent any 
breaches. Usually mesh panel fencing measures 2 metres 
high and 3.5 meters long with clips joining each panel 
together to prevent unauthorised access. The panels are not 
strong enough to take the weight of someone trying to climb 
over the top of them and therefore unauthorised may be 
gained hence the requirement for security to patrol.  

§ When setting up the mesh panel fencing consideration will be 
given to wind speed and direction. In the case of heavy or 
adverse weather additional bracing will be used.  

§ The snaked pressure barriers will be removed towards the 
end of the Festival to allow for safe mass egress from the 
Festival. Security and Stewards will control crowd movement 
at all times and prevent unauthorised access into the Festival. 

§ Should it be required there is a secondary exit which can be 
utilised during a mass exit e.g. during a Show Stop. This exit 
will be controlled and monitored by Security and Stewards.  

 
 

Medium / 
Low  

Vehicle Movements on 
Site 
§ Road traffic 

accidents.  
§ Vehicle / pedestrian 

collision.  
 

High / 
Medium  

§ Due to the small site the Festival is based on, it will not be 
possible to segregate vehicle / pedestrian movements. In the 
unlikely event that a vehicle needs to gain access to the 
Festival, Security or Stewards will escort them on either side 
of the vehicle and will verbally warn members of the public 
about the vehicle movements.   

§ Where possible, the vehicle will have flashing lights on the 
roof to further alert members of the public of their presence.  

§ The vehicle will go no more than walking pace; which is 
roughly 5mph. 

 
 

Medium / 
Low  

The Stage – Audience 
Side 
§ Crushing Injuries.  
§ Crowd Surges.  

High  § Stage barriers will be located in front of the stage and an area 
created between the stage and the barrier to allow for anyone 
at the front who is taken ill to be lifted over the barrier and 
receive medical attention.  

Medium / 
Low  
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§ Audience member 
being taken ill.  

§ Gates which will only be accessible from Security side will be 
placed to by the stage area to help lift those who fall ill and it 
will give Security a quick access point to disperse any 
potential fights.  

§ A member of Crusade Medical will be located at either side 
of the stage and therefore able to help those who are taken 
ill.  

§ Cables will be run along this area on the opposite side to 
where the Audience will be based.  

§ No member of the Audience will be permitted on to the stage 
at any point. 
 

The Stage – Performer 
Side  
§ Slips, trips and falls.  
§ Uneven surfaces 

leading to injury.  
 
 

Medium  § All cables will be ramped, flown or matted to prevent slip, trips 
and falls. There will be a member of production who will 
deliver Talent to stage and will point out any tripping hazards.  

§ Flooring will be even throughout the stage area and will be 
able to withstand the weight of all performers and equipment.  

§ Appropriate access will be given to get on the stage. All 
stairwells will have handrails where necessary and adequate 
lighting will be provided to ensure safe access / egress.  

§ Water will be available on the side of stage to ensure Talent 
can stay hydrated. They will also have access to Crusade 
Medical first aid should it be required.  

§ There will be a minimum of two exits from the stage – Stage 
Left and Stage Right to ensure safe access and egress of 
Talent in an emergency situation.  

§ The appropriate type of fire extinguishers will be on hand to 
help extinguish fires should they be required.  

§ A member of Production will be on hand should a ‘Show Stop’ 
need to be implemented. They will have access to a radio and 
will follow all directions of the Production Manager / Safety 
Advisor. They will also have access to a microphone to 
address the Crowd. Talent will be briefed on this particular 
situation and will help to calm the Crowd should this be 
required.  

§ Talent will have a green room at the back of stage to ensure 
they can relax away from the Audience.  
 
 

Low  

Inter-Agency 
Communication  
§ Confusion leading to 

injury.  
 

High  § A Festival tailored system will be in place throughout the rig, 
live event and de-rig.   

§ All radios will be labelled by number and signed in and out to 
the Production Office each day.  
Employees and Contractors will ensure they return the radios 
to the Production Office each night to be placed on charge for 
the following day.  

§ All lanyards will have laminated key code with the relevant 
channels detailed.  

 
 

Low  

Noise  
§ Hearing Damage.  
§ Tinnitus.  
§ Nuisance.  

Medium  Audience  
§ The gap created by the Stage Barriers and the stage will 

ensure that noise levels are controlled so that no one can be 
within 3 metres of any loudspeaker of significant size. This 
will prevent the speakers causing temporary or permanent 
ear damage.  

§ Chill out tents and areas will be provided throughout the 
Festival which will allow for separation between Audience 
members and loud noise.  

Medium / 
Low  
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§ The Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions will be 
available to view on the website and will warn the Audience 
of the risk to their hearing.  

§ It is recommended that the average sound level for an 
Festival is measured as an Leq dB and it should not exceed 
107 dB(A) and the peak sound pressure level should not 
exceed 140 dB. These exposure levels will be applied to the 
entire Audience area and assessments will be made in 
locations adjacent to speakers systems.  

 
 
Employees & Contractors  
§ Noise levels are expected to exceed the first action level of 

85 dB(A) for tasks carried out by K Koo Productions 
Employees. Therefore, under the Control of Noise at Work 
Regulations 2005 hearing protection will be readily available.  

§ Employees will be provided with information, instruction, and 
training with regards to noise and its inherent risks.  

§ Where necessary, absorbent materials will be used to reduce 
reflected sounds and signs will be displayed in high noise 
areas.  

§ Security, Stewards, Employees, Contractors and Crusade 
Medical will be required to wear adequate and appropriate 
hearing protection if they are based within the stage area.  

§ They will also receive a short ten-minute health and safety 
briefing about being located in this area.  

§ Security, Stewards, Employees, Contractors, and Crusade 
Medical will be given breaks in quiet areas away from the 
noise of the Festival and staff rotation is encouraged.  

 
 
Mixing Desk  
§ Music Noise Levels will not exceed either 95dB(A) over a 15-

minute period at the mixing desk, or 75dB(A) over a 15-
minute period at 1 m from the façade of any noise sensitive 
premises (which ever is the lower level). 

§ Music Noise levels will be set on site to comply with the 
Festival’s Premises Licence, namely sound levels at the 
boundaries of the site shall not exceed 55dBLAeq (15 mins) 
60dBLAMx during performances and to use best endeavours 
to ensure no disruption to wildlife.  

§ Hearing protection will be provided for both Employees and 
Contractors where necessary.  
 

 
Local Business & Residents  
§ To comply with the Public Health Nuisance Team, the Noise 

Control Consultant will ensure the Music Noise level (“MNL”) 
will not exceed 45 dB(A) measured one meter from the 
façade of any residential premise over a 15 minute period and 
that the music level will not exceed a C-weighted limit up to 
an no more than 70 dB(A) in either of the 63Hz or 125hz 
octave frequency bands at 2km and beyond.  

§ A letter sent by K Koo Productions will be sent to local 
businesses and residents who may be reasonably affected 
by music from the event. The residents to be covered will be 
decided in advance between the Event Organiser and the 
Local Authority as part of the Noise Management Plan. The 
letter will advertise the existence of the event, the timings of 
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the regulated entertainment and the Local Authority out of 
hours noise service including the telephone number.  

§ The Festival will close at 22:00 to prevent nuisance to local 
business and residents.  

§ The Noise Control Consultant will give London Borough of 
Bromley Licensing and Public Health Nuisance Teams 
access to the noise monitoring results at any time it is 
requested.  

§ The Noise Control Consultant will monitor the noise levels in 
fifteen minute periods to be taken over exact quarters 
synchronised with the current time e.g. :00, :15, :30, :45.  

 
 

Lighting 
§ Lighting falling from 

height.  
§ Fire.  
§ Burns.  
§ Eye Damage.  

Medium Lighting General  
§ The Festival will have an appropriate amount of lights to 

ensure that when it gets dark both the Audience, Employees, 
and Contractors can safely manoeuvre around site.   

§ Any lighting fixture or other suspended lighting equipment will 
have a suitable safety bond fitted. The weight of any flown 
lighting equipment will not exceed the safe working load of 
the securing points.  

§ No flown or suspended equipment, including lighting bars, 
and amplification equipment will rely solely on one 
suspension cable, clamp or bolt.  

§ Each means of suspension will be secured to independent 
fixing points on the flown equipment and the structure. 

§ If lighting equipment and other apparatus likely to reach high 
temperatures is located close to scenery or other combustible 
material, an assessment will be made by the Gaffer as to 
whether guarding is required to prevent fire. 

§ Colour filters for effects lighting etc. will comply with the 
flammability requirements of BS 3944 part 1.  

§ Please see Gaffers Risk Assessment for further information.  
 
 
Strobe Lighting  
§ If strobe lighting is used warnings will be placed on the 

Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions about the potential 
dangers e.g. epileptic fit / risk of exposure to elderly, young, 
and pregnant women.  

§ A risk assessment will be completed by the strobe light 
provider and will clearly identify illumination which can be 
viewed directly by those attending the Festival.  

§ The strobe lights will be mounted safely and be located as 
high as possible.  

§ The Operator will clarify the flicker rate of direct illumination 
to Production in the Risk Assessment e.g. less than 4 flashes 
per second.  

§ The Operator will ensure the strobe lighting does not affect 
the Stage stairs therefore preventing safe access and egress 
from the stage areas.  

§ The lights will be positioned to ensure it does not bounce of 
walls and ceilings; this will ensure any glare is reduced.  

§ If using several strobe lights, the flashes will be synchronised 
and be used for the minimum amount of time possible.   

§ Please see the Strobe Operators Risk Assessment for further 
information.   

 
 
 

Low  
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Lasers 
§ If lasers are used, warnings will be placed on the Festivals 

Standard Terms and Conditions about the potential dangers.  
§ A risk assessment will be completed by the provider of the 

lasers and details of the Operators level of skill and training 
for the use of lasers will be confirmed. Within the risk 
assessment, the Operator will identify the strength / exposure 
levels of the lasers.  

§ The Operator will work in accordance with HSG95 and will 
apply for any required licensing from the Local Authority. 

§ The Operator will ensure they use all relevant PPE 
precautions when setting up the lasers and those who are 
likely to come into contact with the lasers have been Safety 
Briefed on the safe levels during the set up and operation.  

§ Where necessary, the Operator will identify a safe area of 
operations using barriers to create a restricted area.  

§ The Operator will identify the safe levels of viewing in the 
event of a fault in particular, deliberate Audience scanning, 
alignment and setting up, beam projection at roadways, 
occupied buildings, into aviation airspace.  

§ Please see the Laser Operators Risk Assessment for further 
information.   

 
 

Amusement Rides  
§ Failure of equipment 

leading to injury.  
 

High / 
Medium  

§ The positioning of all rides will be agreed in advance between 
Production and the Fairground Providers to ensure safety.  

§ All relevant safety, inspection, and insurance paperwork will 
be received in advance of the Festival. This includes a rescue 
procedure from the Ferris Wheel provider.  

§ In adverse weather those providing the fairground rides will 
champion the decision on whether or not to keep the rides 
operational.   

§ Queues will be locally organised by each independent ride 
operator. Should they require help or assistance they will 
have radios so they can summon Security and Stewards.  

§ Please see the Fairground documentation for further 
information.  

 

Medium / 
Low  

Cameras  
§ Poor manual 

handling leading to 
musculoskeletal 
disorders.  

§ Cuts and bruises. 
§ Slips, trips and falls.  
§ People Falling from 

Height.  
 

Medium  General  
§ If promotional filming is to be completed then warnings will be 

placed on the Festivals Standard Terms and Conditions.  
§ Further warning signage will be placed by the entrance to the 

festival.  
§ Self-shooting APs will respect any Audience member who 

does not wish to be filmed.  
§ Where possible, APs will work in twos to ensure their safety, 

although as it is such a small site, Security and Stewards will 
be on hand to help should it be required.  

 
 
Self-Shooting APs.  
§ Portable, battery operated, handheld cameras will be used 

throughout filming of the Festival. All cameras will be 
waterproofed and protected against adverse weather.   

§ Due to the weight of the camera, the self-shooting AP will be 
manual handle trained and used to the weight of the camera.  

§ All self-shooting APs will be given adequate rest breaks in 
which they can put the camera down and rest their shoulders.  

Low  
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§ Where tripods are used they will be positioned to ensure they 
do not disrupt the use of the space including walkways and 
emergency exits and do not pose an additional trip hazard to 
those around it.  

§ When mounted to a tripod, the camera itself will be securely 
mounted to ensure the camera does not fall from height.  

§ Please see the Grip Risk Assessment for further information.  
 
 
Camera Rostras  
§ All rostras, including those less than 2 metres high will have 

edge protection where there is a risk of falling off.  
§ The safety rail may be removed for shot as required but 

everyone on the rostra will be notified before this is completed 
and the rostra edged will be distinct, i.e. by marking with paint 
or tape.  

§ Any rostras will be strong enough for the intended load 
including any additional weight of equipment.  

 
 

Personal Precautions  
§ Bee or wasp stings.  
 
 

Medium  § The Farm is not open to the public, but there are horses who 
are boarded here and their owners come to look after them. 
There are several horses at a stable adjoining the Farm. 
Employees and Contractors should avoid contact with the 
horses and refrain from feeding them or encouraging their 
presence to the side of the fence.  

§ Should a member of the Audience be stung by a bee or wasp, 
then Crusade Medical will be on hand to provide medical 
attention.  

 
 

Low  

Weather  
§ Slips, trips and fall.  
§ Cancellation of 

Festival.  
§ Show Stop.  
 

Medium  § Due to the time of year it is unlikely that the Festival will have 
adverse weather.  

§ However, Production will carefully monitor local weather 
conditions before the Festival and will make a decision 24 
hours in advance as to whether the Festival should continue 
should adverse weather be predicted. 

§ If the Festival is cancelled with less than 24 hours notice then 
K Koo Productions will notify all those who purchased tickets 
by both text message (should a mobile number be provided) 
and email.  

§ Signs will be place at mainline train stations (with approval 
from the train companies) and by both entrances to the 
Festival.  

§ Security and Stewards will be on hand to answer any 
questions from those who arrive despite the above being 
implemented.  

§ K Koo Productions will post items on the Nostalgia website 
and all social media outlets including Twitter and Facebook. 
When purchasing tickets to the Festival the Audience will be 
encouraged to follow Nostalgia through social media to keep 
up to date.  

§ Should there be adverse weather during the Festival the 
Production Manager will make a decision as to whether the 
Festival should continue. In the unlikely event that the 
adverse weather is too extreme and leading to injuries the 
‘Show Stop Procedure’ may be implemented which will 
include:  
– A member of Production notifying the Police, Security, 

and Stewards of the Show Stop Procedure being 

Low  
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implemented. They will then move along all radio 
channels starting from 1 to notify all Employees and 
Contractors.  

– Security and Stewards will then remove the pressure 
barriers at the main entrance to ensure safe mass exit.   

– The secondary emergency exit will be opened to help 
elevate the number of people attempting to exit from the 
main entrance point.  

– The music will then be cut and an announcement will be 
made to the Crowd by Katie Koo (or another delegated 
member of Production) asking them to evacuate 
following the directions of Security and Stewards.  

– Employees and Contractors (depending on what end of 
the site they are based on) should leave the Festival by 
either exit and congregate at the previously agreed 
Assembly Points where a register will be taken to ensure 
everyone has safely exited the site. Employees and 
Contractors should refrain from taking any personal 
belongings during the mass exit. 

 
 

Electrical Storm 
§ Electrocution.  
§ Fire.  
 

High / 
Medium  

§ The height of the main stage presents a risk as a potential 
lightning conductor especially as the Festival is in the open 
land of the Farm.  

§ Therefore the TDS Designer will ensure the structure has all 
relevant qualities to prevent it becoming live and 
electrocuting those on stage.  

§ In the unlikely event of an electrical storm, the following will 
be implemented:  
– Storm Level 1 - Electrical storms within 20 miles – 

Production Manager, Safety Advisor, and other relevant 
parties put on alert to the possibility of lighting strike. 
Work continues as normal. Consider other weather 
protection measures if not already in place.  

– Storm Level 2 - Electrical storms within 10 miles and 
closing – Employees and Contractors put on alert to 
increasing likelihood of severe weather. Works at height 
to cease and climbing personnel to return to ground level. 
Normal stage-level or ground based work continues. 
Stage Manager made aware.  

– Storm Level 3 - Electrical storms within 5 miles and 
closing – Employees and Contractors to cease normal 
work and prepare protection of equipment from severe 
weather. It should be considered whether necessary to 
‘power down’ the stage and equipment.  

– Storm Level 4 - Electrical storms within 2 miles and 
closing – a Temporary Suspension of Work Order will be 
implemented and the stage will be cleared. Employees 
and Contractors to take refuge from likely localised heavy 
rain, hail, and wind.  

 
 

Medium / 
Low  

Welfare  
§ Lack of toilet 

provisions.  
 

Medium  Audience  
§ There will be several seating areas throughout the Festival 

where Audience members can relax and consume food away 
from the main dance area.  

§ Audience members will also have access to a ‘chill out’ tent.  
§ Both of these areas will be monitored by Security and 

Stewards to ensure that Audience members are not left in 
need of medical attention e.g. unconscious.  

Low  
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§ The Festival has a gate opening time of six hours of more 
with food and alcohol served in quantity and therefore K Koo 
Productions will be hiring in temporary toilets in the form of 
Portaloos or Portacabins to include 1 toilet per 75 women and 
1 toilet per 400 men and 1 urinal per 100.  

§ With the current scale of 4,000 Audience members with a 
50/50 divide then the basic minimum toilet provisions K Koo 
Productions will have to hire in (rounding up to the nearest 
whole number) are:  
– 28 female toilets.  
– 6 male toilets.  
– 20 urinals.  

§ Consideration will be given to the size of the Festival and 
therefore the location of the toilets as to whether there needs 
to be two separate areas to locate them.  

 
 
Employees & Contractors  
§ Security, Stewards, Employees, Contractors, and Crusade 

Medical will be given breaks in quiet areas away from the 
noise of the Festival and staff rotation will be actively 
encouraged.  

§ Employees and Contractors will have access to separate 
toilet facilities so that they do not have to spend time in 
queues. These will be located ‘Backstage’ away from general 
public use.  

§ Employees and Contractors will be given meal vouchers and 
an area to eat their food in comfort away from the noise of the 
Festival.  

 

Catering  
§ Food poisoning. 
§ Burns from the tea 

urn.  
§ Slips, trips and falls. 
 

Medium  General  
§ Several local food stalls will be present on the day and will 

provide locally sourced food. All catering Contractors will 
provide K Koo Productions with the following information:  
– Food Hygiene Certificates issued by the Chartered 

Institute of Environmental Health. 
– A Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Points Plan 

(HACCP).  
– A Food Safety Plan.  
– Risk Assessment.  

§ A warning sign will be placed on the front of each stall if they 
are distributing items containing high allergens e.g. nuts. A 
list of ingredients will also be available at each stall upon 
request.  

§ To minimise the likelihood of everyday items being used as a 
weapon, the Festival has worked in conjunction with its food 
and drink providers and has placed a ban on the use of 
glassware and metal cutlery. Instead plastic cups, bottles, 
and cutlery will be distributed.   

§ Alcohol will be served at this Festival and K Koo Productions 
have ensured that all necessary licences have been applied 
for and granted in advance.  

§ Bottled water will be served at the Festival.  
§ Queues will be locally organised by each independent stall. 

Should they require help or assistance they will have radios 
so they can summon Security and Stewards.  

§ There will be several waste bins provided for the disposable 
plates and cutlery to be disposed in. Several members of staff 
will be available to pick up litter throughout the day.  

Low  
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Employees & Contractors  
§ Employees and Contractors will be given meal vouchers and 

an area to eat their food in comfort away from the noise of the 
Festival.  

§ Employees and Contractors will notify Production of any 
allergies in writing and again when on site.  

§ In the Production Office there will be an opportunity for 
Employees and Contractors to get bottled water as well as 
hot tea and coffee.  

§ Tea urns will be placed on a suitable, study surface and 
refilled sensibly e.g. transferring water from the tap in a jug to 
the urn.  

 
 

Security and Stewards  
§ Lack of 

communication 
leading to injury.  

 

High  § Security and Stewards will be appropriately licenced and all 
licences checked by Production. The Stewards and Security 
Guards will be from a reputable and experienced SIA 
accredited security and stewarding company to ensure public 
safety and to prevent crime and disorder.  

§ They will quickly get familiar with the layout of the site and 
therefore be able to assist the Audience by giving information 
about the available facilities including first aid, toilet, water, 
welfare, and facilities for people with special needs, etc. 

§ Security and Stewards will guard entrances, exits and other 
strategic points; e.g. exit doors or gates which are not 
continuously secured in the open position while the Festival 
is in progress. 

§ They will control or direct the Audience who are entering or 
leaving the Festival to help achieve an even flow of people 
into and from the various parts of the site and recognise 
Crowd conditions to ensure the safe dispersal of Audience 
and the prevention of over-crowding.  

§ Security and Stewards will investigate any disturbances or 
incidents and will disperse Audience members as 
appropriate.  

§ All Security and Stewards will be familiar with the 
arrangements for evacuating the Audience, including coded 
messages and undertaking specific duties in an emergency 
and will maintain good on-going communication with K Koo 
Productions and the Safety Advisor.  

§ They will also respond to emergencies (such as the early 
stages of a fire), raising the alarm, and taking the necessary 
immediate action.  

§ Security and Stewards will not leave their place without 
permission or consume or be under the influence of alcohol 
or other drugs. 

§ They will wear a high visible tabard, coat or T-shirt with the 
wording ‘Steward’ on the back.  

§ The Festival will install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV 
system as per the minimum requirements of a Metropolitan 
Police Crime Prevention Officer. All entry and exit points will 
be covered enabling frontal identification of every person 
entering in any light condition. The CCTV system will 
continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable 
activities and during all times when Audience remain on the 
premises. All recordings will be stored for a minimum period 
of 31 days with date and time stamping. Recordings will also 
be made available immediately upon the request of Police or 
authorised officer throughout the preceding 31-day period.  

Low  
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§ A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the 
operation of the CCTV system will be at the Festival at all 
times when it is open to the public. This staff member must 
be able to show a Police or authorised council officer recent 
data or footage with the absolute minimum of delay when 
requested. 

§ Stewards and Security will look out for signs of illegal 
substance use or illegal substance dealing at all times and 
when a crime or other incident requiring police attendance is 
reported to or discovered by a security operative, they shall 
obtain as much detail as possible with particular importance 
being place on identifying victims, suspects, witnesses and 
scenes of crime. 

 
 

Terrorism  
§ Multiple casualties.  
§ Death.  
 

High  § With both Police and Security presence close to the entry of 
the Festival it is likely to dissuade trouble.  

§ All Audience members will be stopped and searched upon 
entrance to the Festival itself.  Any illegal items will be 
confiscated and presented to the police or disposed of 
appropriately.  

§ Mesh panel fencing will be located around the edge of the 
Farm to control unauthorised access into the Festival. This 
will be regularly patrolled by Security to prevent any breaches 
or items being thrown over. However, in the event that a 
suspect package is found Employees and Contractors should 
not attempt to touch or move the object. Instead, they should 
alert persons in the immediate area and withdraw to a safe 
distance. They should also report the package into the 
Production Office by selecting Channel 1 on the radios and 
issuing a ‘Code Black’ warning. Production will then alert the 
police and take the lead from them as to whether the Show 
Stop Procedure should be implemented.  

§ If it is decided to implement the Show Stop Procedure, then 
the following will happen:  
– A member of Production notifying the Police, Security, 

and Stewards of the Show Stop Procedure being 
implemented. They will then move along all radio 
channels starting from 1 to notify all Employees and 
Contractors.  

– Security and Stewards will then remove the pressure 
barriers at the main entrance to ensure safe mass exit.   

– The secondary emergency exit will be opened to help 
elevate the number of people attempting to exit from the 
main entrance point.  

– The music will then be cut and an announcement will be 
made to the Crowd by Katie Koo (or another delegated 
member of Production) asking them to evacuate 
following the directions of Security and Stewards.  

– Employees and Contractors (depending on what end of 
the site they are based on) should leave the Festival by 
either exit and congregate at a pre-agreed assemble 
point where a register will be taken to ensure everyone 
has safely exited the site. Employees and Contractors 
should refrain from taking any personal belongings 
during the mass exit. 

§ The local emergency services have been notified that the 
Festival is taking place on the 28th July 2018 and will be 
warned by Production or the Police immediately should an 

Low  
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incident occur so that they can be prepared to take on 
casualties. 

§ The Festival is reasonably small in nature with less than 1500 
people in attendance (both Audience members and 
Employees / Contractors). It is also not being broadcast live. 
These types of small Festivals rarely attract the attention of 
terrorism.  

 
 

First Aid  
§ Lack of first aid 

provision 
exacerbating 
injuries.  

High  § A full Medical Plan will be developed by Crusade Medical to 
include the amount of first aiders required for this Festival, 
how to safely complete an emergency evacuation from the 
area in front of the stage, how an ambulance will be safely 
bought on to site, and where the first aiders will be located.  

§ Signs will be placed around the first aid area to alert the 
Audience of their location.  

§ All necessary first aid forms will be completed and shared 
with Production so that K Koo Productions can comply with 
the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 1995.  

§ The medical provider and K Koo Productions will ensure all 
necessary forms will comply with The Data Protection Act 
1998.  

§ Stage barriers will be located in front of the stage and an area 
created between the stage and the barrier to allow for anyone 
at the front who is taken ill to be lifted over the barrier and get 
medical attention.  

§ A member of Crusade Medical will be located at either side 
of the stage and therefore able to help those who are taken 
ill.  

 
 

Low  

Fire  
§ Burns.  
§ Smoke inhalation.  
§ Equipment damage.  
§ Crushing injuries.  
§ Death.  

High  § In the unlikely event of a fire in the Live Festival stage the 
procedure for a ‘Show Stop’ will be considered unless the fire 
can be dealt with locally and swiftly by a fire warden 
(potentially Security or Stewards).  

§ If it is decided to implement the Show Stop Procedure then 
the following will happen:  
– A member of Production notifying the Police, Security, 

and Stewards of the Show Stop Procedure being 
implemented. They will then move along all radio 
channels starting from 1 to notify all Employees and 
Contractors.  

– Security and Stewards will then remove the pressure 
barriers at the main entrance to ensure safe mass exit.   

– The secondary emergency exit will be opened to help 
elevate the number of people attempting to exit from the 
main entrance point.  

– The music will then be cut and an announcement will be 
made to the Crowd by Katie Koo (or another delegated 
member of Production) asking them to evacuate 
following the directions of Security and Stewards.  

– Employees and Contractors (depending on what end of 
the site they are based on) should leave the Festival by 
either exit and congregate at (insert suitable assembly 
point) where a register will be taken to ensure everyone 
has safely exited the site. Employees and Contractors 
should refrain from taking any personal belongings 
during the mass exit. 

Medium  
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§ The TDS Designer will ensure there are enough exits leading 
from the stage and K Koo Productions will ensure these exits 
lead to suitable and safe routes out of the Festival. Please 
see TDS Designer Risk Assessment and Festival Plan for 
further information.  

§ The tents / marquees at the Festival will be made from fire-
retardant fabrics.   

§ There will be adequate distance between temporary 
structures, traders, and refreshment stands etc. to prevent 
the spread of fire.  

§ Rubbish and waste will be regularly removed from the site 
and K Koo Productions will ensure there are several people 
hired to pick up litter throughout the Festival.   

§ All LPG cylinders will be installed, stored, used, and 
transported safely and all flammable solids and liquids will be 
safely stored.  

§ All electrical equipment will be hired, installed, and 
maintained by a competent person to prevent faulty 
equipment being put into service.  

§ Generators will be located and used safely, including when 
they are being re-fuelled. Where possible, the use of petrol 
generators will be restricted.  

§ Security and Stewards will complete periodic site inspections 
to ensure the safety of all those at the festival.  

§ The festival will be a smoking site but with areas to extinguish 
cigarettes. No smoking to occur in marquees, tents, on Stage 
or in the Portacabins (e.g. the Production Office or Green 
Room)  
 
 

 
On going dynamic risk assessment will be completed throughout the Live Festival. Other supporting agencies 
are advised to submit their own risk assessments and be responsible for their remit. All Employees and 
Contractors are responsible for their own Health and Safety whilst on location.  
           
*End of Risk Assessments* 
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FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT (“FRA”) 
 
REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2005 - PERIODIC REVIEW OF FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT 
  
Employer:    K Koo Productions   
 
Address of Property:   Hayes Farm   
 
Person(s) consulted:   Katie Koo, Bromley Council, TDS Designer  
 
Assessor:    Carly Gilbert   
 
Date of FRA:    Feb 2018  
 
Date of Previous FRA:   N/A – New event application  
 
Suggested date for review:    On any significant changes to location including the build of the Stage.   
 
Suggested date for review: The fire risk assessment process is intended to be dynamic and take into account change. 
Fire risk assessments should therefore be reviewed from time to time or if there is a reason to suspect that it is no longer 
valid such as an increase in the numbers of people attending the Festival or changes to the Festival layout. Fire risk 
assessments should also be reviewed after a fire.  
 
Assessment Purpose: The purpose of this assessment is to provide an assessment of the risk to life from fire in the 
Festival, and, where appropriate, to make recommendations to ensure compliance with fire safety legislation. The 
document does not address the risk to property or business continuity from fire.  The original fire risk assessment, in 
conjunction with one or more documented periodic reviews, constitutes a form of audit trail that demonstrates on going 
control of fire safety.  
 
Methodology: This fire risk assessment has been produced using PAS 79:2007 Fire Safety Risk Assessment. 
Guidance and a Recommended Methodology for Open Air Festivals and Venues.  
 
Application of Fire safety Legislation: On 1st October 2006, The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 came 
into force. This legislation repealed both The Fire Precautions Act 1971 and The Fire Precautions (Workplace) 
Regulations 1997. The main effect of the change is a move towards greater emphasis on fire prevention in all non-
domestic premises. It covers general fire precautions and other fire safety duties which are needed to protect relevant 
persons in case of fire in and around most premises. The Order requires fire precautions to be put in place where 
necessary and to the extent that it is reasonable and practicable in the circumstances of the case. Responsibility for 
complying with the Fire Safety Order rests with the responsible person. In a workplace, this is the Employer and any other 
person who may have control of any part of the premises or site e.g. the Occupier or Owner. This fire risk assessment 
review helps identify risks which can be removed or reduced and to decide the nature and extent of the general fire 
precautions that are needed to protect people from the fire risks that remain.   
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GENERAL STATEMENT 

Objectives  
 
Through risk assessment the objective of fire risk management is to:  
 
§ Minimise the potential for fire to occur.  

 
§ Reduce fire incidences. 

 
§ Safeguard all persons from death or injury in the event of a fire. 
 
Where possible, K Koo Productions will:  
 
§ Provide appropriate and adequate means of escape in case of fire. 

 
§ Ensure that all means of escape are properly maintained, kept free from obstruction, and available for safe and 

effective use.  
 

§ Provide the means of escape with adequate lighting and maintain the lighting in efficient working order. 
 

§ Ensure there is an alarm system or the means of giving warning in case of fire is maintained. 
 

§ Provide and maintain in working order all fire-fighting appliances and devices.  
 

§ Provide appropriate instruction and training for all persons, including Employees, Contractors, and other Visitors, on 
the actions to be taken in the event of fire. 
 

§ Provide safety plans stating the precautions to be observed and steps to be taken to protect people and property.  
 

§ Ensure that measures which are commensurate with the risks and the significance of consequential losses are taken 
to protect buildings, installations and equipment from fire.  

 
Management Systems: 
 
Systems in place to control fire risks:  
 
§ Conduct a Fire Risk Assessment, inform all Employees and Contractors of the findings and implement the necessary 

improvements as required.  
 

§ Remove hazardous flammable materials from the Festival, where possible.   
 

§ Remove hazardous flammable materials such as paper, aerosols etc. from locations close to heat generating 
equipment (radiators, electrical equipment etc.).   
 

§ Ensure all electrical equipment brought in to the Festival is electrically tested prior to use (PAT).  
 

§ Ensure (where practicable) any portable electrical equipment brought on to the Festival is visually checked for 
damage prior to use.   
 

§ Provide in date and annually tested portable fire extinguishers which will be appropriately distributed throughout the 
Festival.   
 

§ Confirm appropriate fire signage is erected and serviceable throughout the premises in accordance with the Health 
and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996.   
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1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FESTIVAL  
 
The Festival is a ticketed event and will be attended by no more than 2,000 members of the public. Other people will 
include Employees and Contractors of K Koo Productions and Talent. The Festival is being held in a Farm but will be 
fenced off with mesh panel fencing to ensure the general public cannot gain unauthorised access.   
 
Snaked pressure barriers will be located at the main entrance to the Festival to help control crowd movement and 
prevent against crowd surges and crushing injuries. These barriers will be removed towards the end of the Festival to 
allow for safe egress. Security and Stewards will control crowd movement at all times and prevent unauthorised access 
into the Festival.  
 
 
2.0 IDENTIFY FIRE HAZARDS - SOURCES OF IGNITION  
 
Sources of ignition found at the Festival may include:  
 
§ Cooking and catering appliances and equipment.  
 
§ Smokers’ materials e.g. cigarettes, matches, and lighters.  
 
§ Faulty or misused electrical equipment.  
 
§ Light fittings and lighting equipment e.g. Halogen lamps or display lighting.  
 
§ Hot surfaces and obstruction of equipment ventilation e.g. generators.  
 
§ Naked flames e.g. gas or liquid-fuelled open-flame equipment.  
 
§ Flares, fireworks, and pyrotechnics.  
 
§ Deliberate ignition e.g. arson or vandalism.  
 
§ Refuelling generators.  
 
§ Natural phenomena e.g. lightning.  
 
§ Mechanical friction e.g. fairground rides.  
 
Reducing the Sources of Ignition 
 
There are various ways to reduce the risk caused by potential sources of ignition, for example:  
 
§ Ensure flares and fireworks are not brought into the Festival or venue by members of the public by searching them 

upon entry to the event.  
 
§ Ensure all pyrotechnics, fireworks, flares, and other hazardous equipment are installed, used, maintained, protected, 

and stored in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and are under the guidance of competent Employees 
or Contractors.  

 
§ Wherever possible replace a potential ignition source by a safer alternative.  
 
§ Replace naked flame and radiant heaters with fixed convector heaters.  
 
§ Restrict the movement of, and guard, portable heating appliances.  
 
§ Restrict or control the use of naked flames.   
 
§ Operate a Safe Smoking Policy.   
 
§ Ensure electrical, mechanical and gas equipment is installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s instructions and are under the guidance of competent Employees or Contractors.  
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§ Ensure cooking and catering equipment is installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions and are under the guidance of competent Employees or Contractors.  
 
§ Control areas where vehicles are parked.  
 
§ Take precautions to avoid arson by searching members of the public upon entry to the Festival.  
 
Arson  
 
Recent studies indicate that over 2,100 deliberately set fires occur every week resulting in two deaths and 55 injuries. 
Therefore, the Festival will implement the following measures to reduce the risk of arson including:   
 
§ Security and Stewards will guard entrances, exits, and other strategic points; e.g. exit doors or gates which are not 

continuously secured in the open position while the Festival is in progress. 
 
§ Ensuring the outside of the Festival is well lit.  

 
§ Securing the perimeter of the Festival with mesh fencing.  
  
§ Securing flammable liquids so that members of the public cannot misuse them.  

 
§ Removing all combustible waste regularly.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
There are various ways for us to reduce risk caused by potential sources of ignition, for example:  
 
§ Electrical appliances should be subject to periodic inspection and test by a competent person known as Portable 

Appliance Testing (“PAT”). It is recommended that such tests be completed and copies of all relevant certification 
are kept with this risk assessment. K Koo Productions will ensure that all items, where possible, are PAT certified 
and will request Contractors do the same.  
 

§ Ensure electrical and mechanical equipment is installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions, Method Statements and Risk Assessments and are under the guidance of competent 
Employees or Contractors.  
 

§ Wherever possible replace a potential ignition source by safer alternatives.   
 

§ Separate ignition hazards and combustibles e.g. ensure sufficient clear space between lights and combustibles. 
 

§ Ensure all cooking gas appliances are installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions.  

 
 
3.0   IDENTIFY FIRE HAZARDS  - SOURCES OF FUEL  

Sources of fuel found at the Festival may include:  
 
§ Flammable liquids and solvents e.g. cleaning products, alcohol (spirits), white spirit, methylated spirit, cooking oils, 

disposable cigarette lighters, fuel for generators (whether petrol or diesel), paints, varnishes, thinners, and 
adhesives.  

 
§ Flammable gases e.g. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (“LPG”) propane and acetylene.  
 
§ Displays and stands.  
 
§ Tents and marquees.    
 
§ Plastics and rubber, e.g. polyurethane foam-filled furniture and polystyrene-based display materials.  
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§ Upholstered seating and cushions, textiles and soft furnishings, such as hanging curtains and clothing displays, 

costumes, drapes and hangings, scenery and banners.  
 
§ Packaging materials, litter and waste products, particularly finely divided items e.g. stationery, advertising material, 

decorations, shredded paper and wood shavings, timber off cuts, and dust.  
 
§ Fireworks and pyrotechnics.  
 
§ Temporary floor coverings in the marquees and tents.    
 
§ Pallets used to transport goods.  
 
§ Vehicles in the venue or at car parks.   
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
There are various ways to reduce the risks caused by materials and substances which burn, for example:  
 
§ Ensure display materials (including artificial and dried foliage), props, scenery and stands, are fire retardant, or have 

been treated to give them some fire retardancy.  
 
§ Reduce stocks of flammable materials, liquids, and gases on display in public areas to a minimum. Keep remaining 

stock in dedicated storerooms or storage areas where the public are not allowed to go, and keep the minimum 
amount required for the operation of the Festival.   

 
§ Ensure that all upholstered furniture, curtains, drapes, tents, and marquees, are fire retardant, or have been treated 

to give them some fire retardancy.  
 
§ Ensure safe practice with respect to re-fuelling generators. Use of petrol generators should be discouraged wherever 

possible in favour of diesel generators.  
 
§ Develop a formal system for the control of combustible waste by ensuring that waste materials and rubbish are not 

allowed to accumulate and are carefully stored until properly disposed of, particularly at the end of the day.  
 
§ Ensure adjacent marquees, temporary structures, and other fire hazards are sited an adequate distance apart.  
 
§ Ensure scenery and props not in current use on an open stage are stored away in an approved scenery or prop 

store.   
 
§ Ensure the quantity of all pyrotechnics, fireworks, and other hazardous equipment are kept to a minimum. 

Additionally ensure that they are stored safely and securely until they are used and are under the guidance of 
competent Employees or Contractors.  

 
§ Take action to avoid any parts of the Festival being vulnerable to arson or vandalism.  
 
§ Reduce the risk of grass / moorland fires by providing fire breaks and keeping grass short.   

 
 

4.0   IDENTIFY FIRE HAZARDS - SOURCES OF OXYGEN 

Sources of fuel found at the Festival may include: 
 
§ Some chemicals such as oxidising materials which can provide a fire with additional oxygen and so help it burn. 

These chemicals should be identified on their container by the manufacturer or supplier who can advise as to their 
safe use and storage.  

 
§ Oxygen supplies from cylinder storage.   
 
§ Pyrotechnics and fireworks which contain oxidising materials and need to be treated with great care.  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Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
There are various ways to reduce risk caused by potential sources of oxygen, for example:  
 
§ Not storing oxidising materials near any heat source or flammable materials.  
 
§ Controlling the use and storage of oxygen cylinders e.g. ensuring they are not leaking and that where they are stored 

is adequately ventilated.  
 

§ Controlling the use and storage of pyrotechnics and fireworks.   
 

 
5.0   IDENTIFY PERSONS AT RISK  

The following people may be at risk during the Festival:  
 
§ Employees and Contractors who work alone e.g. Security and Stewards.   
 
§ People who are unfamiliar with the site e.g. members of the public.  
 
§ People with a disability, including mobility, hearing or vision impairment, or those who may have some other reason 

for not being able to leave the site quickly.  
 
§ People with a language difficulty or whose first language is not English.  
 
§ People with sensory impairment due to alcohol, drugs or medication.   
 
§ Those responsible for the safe evacuation of everyone on site during a fire.  
 
§ Other people in the vicinity of the Festival e.g. local businesses and residents.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
It may be necessary to do any one or a combination of the following to compensate:  
 
§ Provide earlier warning of fire using automatic fire detection.  
 
§ Revise the layout to reduce travel distances.  
 
§ Reduce the fire risk by removing of reducing combustible materials and / or ignition sources.  
 
§ Control the number of people in the marquees through Stewards and Security.   
 
§ Limit backstage areas to Employees and Contractors only (no public).    
 
§ Increase Employees and Contractors training and awareness.    
 
Research has shown that members of the public do not always react quickly to a conventional fire alarm at large Festivals 
or when they are in the open air. Public Address (PA) and Voice Evacuation Systems are therefore very important at 
open- air Festivals as they can give Employees, Contractors, and the public explicit information about the emergency or 
any other actions that they are required to undertake. A message or messages can be relayed to many people at the 
same time but the message content must be carefully considered including what information to provide, and how to 
communicate it succinctly.   
 
The PA announcer should have a good view over as much of the Festival as possible and effective communication links 
with all control points. The PA system may also be vehicle mounted which increases its flexibility.  
 
The people present at the Festival will sometimes be entirely Employees and Contractors (outside of opening hours), 
but will most of the time be a mixture of Employees, Contractors, members of the public, and Talent.  
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Employees can reasonably be expected to have an understanding of the layout of the site while 
members of the public, particularly in more complex sites, will be unlikely to have knowledge of any escape routes.   
 
The number of people present will influence the fire risk assessment of the requirements for escape routes. Escape 
routes must be sufficient to enable the maximum number of people likely to use the Festival at any time to escape safely. 
If necessary, an increase in the size and / or number of the escape routes may be required.  
 
 
6.0 FIRE 
 
In general, fires start in one of three ways 1) accidentally - such as when smoking materials are not properly extinguished 
or when display lights are knocked over 2) by act or omission - such as when electrical equipment is not properly 
maintained 3) deliberately - such as an arson attack involving setting fire to rubbish bins placed too close to temporary 
structures such as tents or marquees.  
 
Therefore, the following will be implemented:  
 
§ The tents / marquees at the Festival will be made from fire-retardant fabrics.   
 
§ There will be adequate distance between temporary structures, traders, and refreshment stands etc. to prevent the 

spread of fire.  
 
§ Rubbish and waste will be regularly removed from the site and K Koo Productions will ensure there are several 

people hired to pick up litter throughout the Festival.   
 
§ All LPG cylinders will be installed, stored, used, and transported safely and all flammable solids and liquids will be 

safely stored.  
 
§ All electrical equipment will be hired, installed, and maintained by a competent person to prevent faulty equipment 

being put into service.  
 
§ Generators will be located and used safely, including when they are being re-fuelled. Where possible, the use of 

petrol generators will be restricted.  
 
§ Security and Stewards will complete periodic site inspections to ensure the safety of all those at the Festival.  
 
§ The Festival will be a smoking site but with areas to extinguish cigarettes. No smoking will be enforced by Security 

and Stewards in marquees, tents, on Stage, and in the Portacabins e.g. the Production Office and Green Room.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
Convection  
 
Fire spread by convection is the most dangerous and causes the largest number of injuries and deaths. When fires start 
in enclosed spaces, such as temporary buildings, the smoke rising from the fire gets trapped by the ceiling and then 
spreads in all directions to form an ever-deepening layer over the entire room or space. The smoke will pass through 
any holes or gaps in the walls, ceiling, and floors into other parts of the building. The heat from the fire gets trapped in 
the enclosures and the temperature rises.  
 
In open air the risk of fire spread due to convection will be mainly confined to the movement of hot embers.  
 
Conduction  
 
Some materials, such as metal, can absorb heat and transmit it to an adjoining space, where it can set fire to combustible 
items that are in contact with the heated material.  
 
Radiation  
 
Radiation heats the air in the same way as an electric bar heater heats a room. Any material close to a fire will absorb 
the heat until the item starts to smoulder and then burn.  
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Smoke produced by a fire also contains toxic gases which are harmful to people. In most cases, the 
greatest contributor to the risk to people is whether they are in the open air or in an enclosure where smoke can spread 
quickly, block exits, and affect people’s ability to escape.  
 
It is essential that the means of escape and other fire precautions are adequate to ensure that everyone can make their 
escape to a place of total safety before the fire and its effects can trap them.  
 
In evaluating the risk to people, the following situations will need to be considered:  
 
§ The evacuation of large numbers of people.  
 
§ Fire and smoke spread from fires external to the Festival.  
 
§ A fire developing in an unoccupied space, such as a storage area in a hospitality unit, that people have to pass to 

escape.  
 
§ Fire spreading rapidly between concession stands due to their close proximity with each other and presence of 

combustible materials.  
 
§ Fire and smoke spreading due to poor installation of fire precautions e.g. incorrectly installed fire doors or incorrectly 

installed services penetrating firewalls.  
 
§ The impacts of fences or corralling on the movement of people.  
 
§ Hazardous materials present.   
 
 
7.0  FIRE DETECTION AND WARNING SYSTEMS  
 
In the unlikely event of a fire in the Live Festival stage, the procedure for a ‘Show Stop’ will be considered unless the 
fire can be dealt with locally and swiftly by a fire warden (potentially Security or Stewards).  
 
If it is decided to implement the Show Stop Procedure, then the following will happen:  
 
§ A member of Production will notify the Police, Security, and Stewards of the Show Stop Procedure being 

implemented. They will then move along all radio channels starting from 1 to notify all Employees and Contractors.  
 
§ Security and Stewards will quickly work to remove the pressure barriers at the main entrance to ensure safe mass 

exit.   
 
§ The secondary emergency exit will be opened by Security / Stewards to help elevate the number of people 

attempting to exit from the main entrance point.  
 
§ Only then will the music be stopped and announcement made to the Crowd by Katie Koo (or another delegated 

member of Production) asking them to evacuate following the directions of Security and Stewards.  
 
§ Employees and Contractors (depending on what end of the site they are based on) should leave the Festival by 

either exit and congregate at a pre-agreed Assembly Point where a register will be taken to ensure everyone has 
safely exited the site. Employees and Contractors should refrain from taking any personal belongings during the 
mass exit.  

 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
The means of giving a warning of fire should be suitable for the particular Festival taking account of its size, layout, 
number of people likely to be present and the nature of the Festival.  
 
In some small Festivals the only practicable solution for people to raise an alarm upon the discovery of a fire could be a 
simple shout of ‘fire’ or a simple manually operated device, such as a gong or air horn which can be heard by everybody.  
 
At larger or more complex sites a public address system is likely to be the most effective means of providing a warning 
and directing the evacuation. K Koo Productions will need a managed fire evacuation plan to facilitate this.  
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Where the provision of a system connected by cables may not be appropriate, a radio signal based system should be 
considered.  
 
It is important to consider the means of communication between Employees and Contractors implementing the 
Emergency Plan.  
 
 
8.0  FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES  
 
Various extinguishers will be available throughout the Festival in appropriate locations and will be of the correct type for 
the fire risk contained in that location.  Employees and Contractors will be able to reach the extinguishers without 
exposing themselves to risk from the fire due to the sheer number of extinguishers available.  
 
All fire extinguishers will be hired in from reputable suppliers and therefore hold an in date test certificate.  
 
Please see the Site Plan for location of extinguishers.   
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
Fire-fighting equipment can reduce the risk of a small fire, e.g. a fire in a waste- paper bin, developing into a large one. 
The safe use of an appropriate fire extinguisher to control a fire in its early stages can also significantly reduce the risk 
to other people in the Festival by allowing people to assist others who are at risk.  
 
The provision of fire-fighting equipment for outdoor Festivals will vary according to the local conditions and what is 
brought on to the site. Consideration should be given to the need for equipment for tackling fires in vegetation, vehicles, 
and marquees.  
 
Arrangements may need to be made to protect fire-fighting equipment located outdoors from the effects of frost, 
vandalism, and theft.  
 

 
 
Typically, for the Class A fire risk, the provision of one water-based extinguisher for approximately every 200m of floor 
space, with a minimum of two extinguishers per floor, will normally be adequate.  Where it is determined that there are 
additionally other classes of fire risk, the appropriate type, number and size of extinguisher should be provided. Further 
information is available in BS 5306-8.  
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New fire extinguishers should comply with BS EN 3-7 Guidance on the selection and installation of fire extinguishers is 
given in BS 5306-8 for maintenance in BS 5306-3 and for colour coding in BS 7863  
 
At complex sites such as a Festival where a number of portable extinguishers are required they should be sited in 
suitable locations. Extinguishers should also be sited adjacent to, but not near to, fire hazards. It may also be necessary 
to indicate the location of extinguishers by suitable signs.  
 
Fire blankets may also be appropriate for use on the site and their installation should be considered for higher risk areas 
e.g. catering facilities.  
 
People with no training should not be expected to attempt to extinguish a fire. However, all Employees and Contractors 
should be familiar with the location and basic operating procedures for the equipment provided.  
 
Facilities for firefighting also include the access routes for fire and rescue service and other emergency service vehicles. 
At all outdoor venues consideration must be given to adequate and appropriate vehicle access to all parts of the venue.  
 
 
9.0  ESCAPE ROUTES  
 
The TDS Designer will ensure there are enough exits leading from the Stage and K Koo Productions will ensure these 
exits lead to suitable and safe routes out of the Festival. Please see TDS Designer Risk Assessment and Festival Plan 
for further information.  

The marquees will have an appropriate amount of exits and K Koo Productions will ensure these exits lead to suitable 
and safe routes out of the Festival in accordance with the advice contained within the Fire Safety Order 2005 below.  
 
In the event of a fire, Security and Stewards will remove the pressure barriers at the main entrance to ensure safe mass 
exit and the secondary emergency exit will be opened to help elevate the number of people attempting to exit from the 
main entrance point.  
 
The Site Plan will detail the escape routes and exits leading out of the Festival as well as the location of the Assembly 
Point.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
Once a fire has started, been detected, and a warning given, everyone at the Festival should be able to escape to a 
place of total safety unaided and without the help of the fire and rescue service. However, some people with disabilities 
& others with special needs may need assistance from other people.  
 
Escape routes should be designed to ensure, as far as possible, that any person confronted by fire, is able to turn away 
from it and escape to a place of reasonable safety e.g. outside of a marquee. From here, they will be able to go directly 
to a place of total safety.  
 
The level of fire protection that should be given to escape routes will vary depending on the level of risk of fire within the 
premises and other related factors. Generally simple enclosures found at open-air Festivals will require fairly simple 
measures to protect escape routes compared to more complex (permanent buildings).  
 
When determining whether the Festival has adequate escape routes, consideration should be given to a number of 
factors, including:  
 
§ The type and number of people present at the Festival and their distribution around the site.   
 
§ The number and size of exits from marquees and other enclosures and from outdoor areas e.g. in any fences, 

hedges or other barriers around the site.   
 
§ Exits and gateways are unlocked and staffed by Security or Stewards throughout the Festival.  
 
§ All exits and gateways are clearly indicated by suitable signs which are illuminated if necessary.  
 
§ The audience are directed to all available exits so their evacuation is without delay.  
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§ Identify an area as a designated place of total safety, which may be within the site boundaries, to which people are 

evacuated.    
 
§ The designated place of safety does not place people at undue risk from other sources e.g. vehicles on a busy road. 
 At the planning stage, the local fire and rescue service should be consulted about the proposals for means of 
escape.   

 
In the event of fire it is important to evacuate people as quickly as possible from the locality of the fire. The time available 
to do this will depend on a number of factors, including:  
 
§ The location of the fire (indoor / outdoor).  
 
§ How quickly the fire is detected and the alarm raised.  
 
§ The number of people present.  
 
§ The type of people present.  
 
§ The number and location and width of exits / gateways.  
 
§ The presence of features which restrict the flow of people.  
 
§ The speed of fire growth.  
 
§ The size of the Festival.  
 
§ Topographical features such as sloping ground and conditions underfoot.  
 
Escape times may be only a proportion of the total evacuation time for the Festival as people move progressively away 
from the fire. The escape time will most likely be the time taken to move to a place of relative safety within the Festival 
boundaries, while the evacuation time is most likely the time taken to empty the Festival.  
 
The maximum escape time for open-air Festivals can vary between 5 and 10 minutes. The times suggested depends 
largely on the level of fire risk present. Where the open-air Festival has a higher risk, escape routes should be based on 
an escape time of not more than 5 minutes. Where the open-air Festival has a lower fire risk, escape routes may be 
based on an escape time of up to 10 minutes.  
 
Number & Suitability Of Escape Routes  
 
Every venue should be provided with exits which are sufficient for the number of people present with respect to their 
width, number and siting.  
 
From a marquee of other enclosures there should usually be at least two escape routes available, however, a single 
escape route may be acceptable in some circumstances. Where two escape routes are necessary and to further 
minimise the risk of people becoming trapped, it should be ensure that the exit routes are completely independent of 
each other. This will prevent a fire affecting more than one exit route at the same time.  
 
The time available for escape in an indoor situation depends on several factors, including the distance that has to be 
travelled to reach a place of safety and the risk rating of the premises. Established reasonable escape times are 2 
minutes for higher risk premises, 2.5 minutes for normal risk premises and 3 minutes for lower risk premises.  
 
The following guide can be used to determine the general capacities of escape routes:  
 
§ From any marquee or temporary structure, the minimum width of any exit should be not less than 1.05m.  
 
§ A single exit is suitable for a maximum of 60 people.  
 
§ Where more than 60 people are accommodated, there should be not less than two exits, separated by a distance 

which limits the possibility that both will be affected by a fire at the same time.  
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§ The aggregate width of all the available escape routes (assuming the largest one is unavailable 
due to fire (except in the case of a single exit)) must be capable of accommodating the maximum number of people 
likely to use them.  

 
§ An exit width of at least 1.05m can accommodate up to:  
 

– 160 people in higher risk premises.  
 

– 200 people in normal risk premises.   
 

– 240 people in lower risk premises.  
 
§ An additional 75mm should be allowed for each additional 15 persons.  
 
The risk to people from fire outdoors may generally be viewed as lower than that in an indoor situation, simply because 
people are less likely to be affected by smoke and heat and their escape routes are much less likely to be cut off.  
 
The chance of a fire starting is increased where significant sources of ignition are likely to be present e.g. hot food 
concessions, petrol generators or extensive electrical equipment, therefore the likelihood of people being at risk from 
fire is greater, particularly where a high density of structures and other installations could promote the spread of fire, or 
highly flammable or explosive materials are present.  
 
Even where the chance of a fire starting is initially low, any fire starting in certain areas might cause a significant risk to 
people e.g. from hazards such as gas cylinders that can explode and fragment into projectiles when heated. Where 
significant additional facilities such as marquees / tents, temporary structures and static or mobile concessions are likely 
to be found on-site, consideration needs to be given to the risk to people from radiated heat from a fire in one of these.  
 
Consideration should also be given to the time required to move people away from the vicinity of these facilities to enable 
the occupants to escape from a fire inside, as crowded or poorly designed circulation spaces around such facilities can 
cause a significant delay to those escaping. In all these examples, fast dispersal of people to a safe distance from the 
fire will be necessary; the risk level in these areas might therefore be regarded as ‘higher’. Typical examples might 
include certain areas of larger venues and Festivals such as music concerts and sporting Festivals with large numbers 
of people and extensive facilities, where the site is enclosed and movement is restricted for security reasons.  
 
In practice, Festivals are likely to comprise a number of different areas of risk, ranging from lower to higher, in which 
case these will need to be assessed separately and fire precautions planned accordingly.  
 
In the majority of outdoor areas of typical venues or Festivals, other than those meeting the type of criteria described 
above, it is likely that the risk level can be regarded as ‘normal’.  
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Travel Distances  
 

Type of Structure  Escape Route  Suggested Travel Distance  
 
Marquee or tent  
 

Where more than one escape route is 
provided.  
 

18m  

Where only a single escape route is 
provided.  
 

6.5m 

 
Pneumatic Structure 
  

Where more than one escape route is 
provided.  
 

12m  

Where only a single escape route is 
provided.  
 

Not applicable  

 
Other Temporary Enclosure  

Where more than one escape route is 
provided.  

25m in high fire risk areas 
45m in normal fire risk areas 
60m in low fire risk areas 

Where only a single escape route is 
provided.  
 

12m in high fire risk areas 
18m in normal fire risk areas 
25m in low fire risk areas 

 
Management of Escape Routes  
 
It is essential that escape routes, and the means provided to ensure they are used safely, are managed and maintained 
to ensure that they remain usable and available at all times when the public are present on the site.  
 
Inform Employees and Contractors in the Safety Briefing about the escape routes within the site. Escape routes should 
be kept clear and hazard free at all times. Arrangements should be made to prevent external escape routes from 
becoming obstructed by vehicles, stalls etc. Items that may be a source of fuel or pose an ignition risk should never be 
located close to an escape route e.g. from a tent or marquee.   
 
Fire Resisting Construction 
 
Where the Festival involves accommodating people in enclosed temporary structures e.g. Portakabins that have been 
joined together to provide accommodation, it needs to be ensured that the occupants are safe, where necessary, by 
protecting the internal escape routes from the effects of a fire.  
 
Where an escape route needs to be separated from the rest of the premises by fire-resisting construction e.g. a dead-
end corridor in a Portakabin, then the following should be implemented:  
 
§ Doors (including access hatches to cupboards and ducts), walls and ceilings protecting escape routes should be 

capable of resisting the passage of smoke and fire for long enough so that people can escape from  the building.   
 
§ Where suspended or false ceilings are provided, the fire resistance should extend up to the floor / roof slab level 

above. For means of escape purposes a 30-minute fire-resisting rating is usually enough.   
 
§ Cavity barriers, fire stopping and dampers in ducts are appropriately installed.  If there is any doubt about the nature 

of the construction of your premises, ask for advice from a competent person.   
 
Temporary Stands  
 
Temporary stands should be constructed to include a minimum of two readily accessible alternative exit routes, which 
should be adequately indicated by exit and directional exit signs. If an entertainment extends beyond daylight hours, 
temporary stands should be provided with normal and emergency escape lighting.  
 
The structure of temporary stands should have adequate resistance to the rapid spread of fire, heat and smoke, as 
should any fixtures and fittings. Litter and combustible refuse should not be stored or allowed to accumulate beneath a 
temporary stand.  
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Concessions and sanitary conveniences should not normally be situated on or attached to temporary 
stands. If this is unavoidable, any concessions, etc. should be separated from the viewing area and exit routes by fire-
resisting construction, and located so as not to obstruct the escape routes.  
 
 
10.0  EMERGENCY ESCAPE LIGHTING  
 
Lighting will be strategically placed around the Festival to allow for safe access and egress. All lighting will be powered 
by generators and therefore emergency escape lighting will not be required around the main site.  
 
The TDS Designer will ensure emergency escape lighting is planned into the main stage design.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
People at the Festival must be able to find their way to a place of total safety if there is a fire by using escape routes that 
have enough lighting. If some of the escape routes are internal and without windows such as the back area of the stage, 
then, some form of back-up to the normal escape route lighting (emergency escape lighting) should be provided.  
 
Where the Festival is entirely in the open and it is attended during the hours of darkness, consideration will need to be 
given to the provision of emergency escape lighting throughout the site to illuminate all areas where people are 
accommodated and the escape routes to places of reasonable and total safety.  
 
 
11.0  SIGNS  
 
Appropriate emergency signage will be placed around the Festival and within the marquees and Stage area to ensure 
members of public know where to go in an emergency evacuation.  
 
Security and Stewards will also be on hand during an emergency evacuation to help during an emergency evacuation.  
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
Signs must be used, where necessary, to help people identify escape routes / exits, find fire-fighting equipment, and 
emergency fire telephones. These signs are required under the Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) 
Regulations 1996 and must comply with the provisions of those Regulations.  
 
For a sign to comply with the Regulations, it must be in pictogram form. Text and directional arrows can supplement the 
pictogram if this is considered necessary to make the sign easily understood, but the sign must not use text only.  
 
A fire risk assessment which determines that no escape signs are required (because, for example, trained Employees 
and Contractors will always be available to help direct members of the public to escape routes) is unlikely to be 
acceptable to an enforcing authority other than in the smallest and simplest of premises e.g. a small marquee with a 
single entrance.  
 
The extent of escape signage provided will depend on the size of the Festival and the ease with which people can locate 
the exits. If the location of exits is obvious from any point, signs located above the exits are likely to be sufficient. If exits 
are not apparent, additional signs, which direct the people present to the exits, will be required. Consideration must also 
be given to the size of the signage provided.  
 
Where the locations of escape routes and fire-fighting equipment are readily apparent and the fire-fighting equipment is 
visible at all times e.g. within a temporary or permanent building, then signs are not necessary. In all other situations it 
is likely that the fire risk assessment will indicate that signs will be necessary.  
 
 
12.0  ACCESS FOR FIRE ENGINES & FIRE FIGHTERS  
 
K Koo Productions will make all necessary enquires to the Council about the load capacity of the Farm and weight 
bearing permissible, will ensure there is adequate space for a fire engine to gain access to the Festival in accordance 
with the guidance laid out in the Fire Safety Order 2005 (as detailed below).  
 
Please see the Site Plan for further information.  
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Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
Access routes to, and within, the site sometimes know as fire lanes, should be provided where necessary, and checked 
to make sure that they can take the maximum weight and wheelbase of fire and rescue service vehicles. Routes will not 
be adequate for emergency access if:  
 
§ They are not of adequate width to allow vehicles to circulate on the site.    
 
§ They are fitted with gates that are locked and / or are too narrow.  
 
§ Bridges or other features over-hanging the access routes which make them impassable by fire and rescue service 

vehicles.  
 
§ Road surfaces that deteriorate due to bad weather conditions.  
 
Manhole covers are not designed for heavy vehicles.  Routes for fire engines should have a:   
 
§ Road width of not less than 3.7m.  
 
§ Clear width at gates not less than 3.1m.  
 
§ Clear height of not less than 3.7m.   
 
§ Surface that can carry a vehicle weighing 12.5 tonnes.  
 
§ Suitable area to allow vehicle to turn around. If a turning circle is provided, have a diameter not less than 16.8m.   
 
Routes likely to be used by emergency vehicles should be kept free of parked vehicles. This should be discussed with 
the fire service at the planning stage. Routes should be located so that no parts of the Festival where fire fighting may 
be required is greater than 50m from a  fire lane or adjacent existing suitable thoroughfare.   
 
Aluminium track way can be useful on soft ground, providing it can take the maximum weight and width of fire service 
vehicles, especially at changes in direction.   
 
 
13.0  EMERGENCY PLANS  
 
All Employees and Contractors will be Safety Briefed about the Emergency Plans before having access to site. They 
will be sent this Construction Phase Plan and all additional documentation such as the Site Plan detailing how to exit 
the site during an emergency situation in an email before the Festival. 
 
Please see the Site Plan for further information on escape routes, exits and assembly points.   
 
Fire Safety Order 2005 Guidance 
 
All Employees and Contractors should be given information and instruction as soon as they arrive on site and prior to 
starting work, and regularly after that. The Emergency Plan should be appropriate to the Festival. It should be kept on 
site and available for inspection and could include:  
 
§ How people will be warned if there is a fire.  
 
§ Where people should assemble after they have left the premises and procedures for checking whether the premises 

have been evacuated.  
 
§ Identification of key escape routes, how people can gain access to them, and escape from them to a place of total 

safety.   
 
§ How the evacuation to a place of safety should be carried out.   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§ Assessing the adequacy of the number of Employees and Contractors to supervise the evacuation.  
 
§ What training Employees and Contractors require and the arrangements for ensuring that this training is given.  
 
§ How the fire and rescue service, and any other necessary services, will be called and who will be responsible for 

doing this.  
 
§ Arrangements for fighting the fire.   
 
§ Information on post incident plans.  
 
§ The action to be taken by Employees and Contractors in the event of fire, including those who have specific fire 

safety functions e.g. nominated deputies, fire marshals, etc.  
 
§ The arrangements for any people at particular risk, for example, contractors, maintenance workers, members of the 

public, people with a disability.  
 
§ Any specific arrangements for parts with high fire risk.  
 
§ Evacuation procedures for everyone on the site, including details of escape routes.  
 
§ Arrangements for calling the fire and rescue service and informing them of any special hazards.   
 
§ Essential features such as the layout of the site, escape routes (including those from any structures such as a Farm 

ride or exhibit).  
 
§ The number, type and location of fire-fighting equipment available, for example extinguishers, hose reels, fire 

blankets.  
 
§ The location of the main electrical supply point, the main water shut-off valve and (where appropriate) the main gas 

or oil shut-off valves.  
 
§ The location of any special hazards or highly flammable substances.   
 
 
14.0   RECORDS  
 
Appropriate records will be kept of the Safety Briefings and Security and Stewards will be fire warden trained and 
inducted to the site.  
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15.0  MEASURES REQUIRED  
 

Deficiency / Rectification / Implementation  
 
Ensure all pyrotechnics, fireworks, flares and other hazardous equipment are installed, used, maintained, protected, 
and stored in accordance with the manufacturers instructors.  
 
Operate a Safe Smoking Policy backstage.  
 
Ensure there are spill kits and fire extinguishers located close to generators.  
 
Hire in diesel generators rather than petrol and ensure they are located in appropriate places away from waterways 
and that members of the public do not have access to the generators.   
 
Only allow competent persons to refuel generators.  
 
Ensure all cooking and catering equipment is installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with 
manufacturers instructions.  
 
Controlling the use and storage of oxygen cylinders e.g. ensuring that they are not leaking and that where they are 
stored is adequately ventilated.   
 
Ensure vehicles are parked in the car park allowing enough room for fire engines to access site should it be required.  
 
Ensure Security and Stewards regularly patrol site to prevent arson and unauthorised access to the Festival.   
 
Situate Security and Stewards at entrances, exits and other strategic points throughout the Festival.  
 
Secure the festival with mesh fencing to prevent unauthorised access and potential arson.   
 
Ensure all Contractors and Employees understand that all electrical items should be pre-use inspected, have in-
date PAT certification, and plugged into RCD extension leads. 
 
Ensure all electrical and mechanical equipment is installed, used, maintained, and protected in accordance with 
manufacturers instructions, method statements and risk assessments.  
 
Ensuring RCD extension leads are not be overloaded or daisy-chained.  
 
Ensuring all flammable materials, liquids, and gases are kept to a minimum and are stored in an appropriate manner.  
 
Ensuring that all upholstered furniture, curtains, drapes, and other soft furnishings are fire retardant, or have been 
treated with a proprietary fire- retardant treatment designed to enhance their fire performance.  
 
Ensure there is sufficient clear space between lights and combustibles.  
 
Implement a suitable and sufficient Public Address system to address the audience in the event of an emergency.  
 
Decide who will address the audience in the event of an emergency.  
 
Ensure Security and Stewards control the amount of people in marquees.  
 
Ensure Security and Stewards implement a ‘No Smoking Policy’ in marquees.  
 
Ensure the concession stands and temporary structures have an adequate distance between them to prevent fire 
spreading.  
 
Train all Employees and Contractors on the ‘Show Stop Procedure’.  
 
Hire in an adequate amount of fire extinguishers from a reputable supplier.  
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Ensure the appropriate type of fire extinguishers are located in the relevant areas.  
 
Only hire fire retardant marquees and tents from a reputable supplier.  
 
Ensure rubbish collection is continuously reviewed and additional collections be requested if appropriate. 
 
Ensure good house keeping practices are implemented and maintained behind the scenes so combustible materials 
are carefully monitored and not allowed to block escape routes.  
 
Ensure Security and Stewards are fire warden trained when hiring so that they are appropriately trained in the use 
of fire extinguishers.  
 
The TDS and any marquees should have an appropriate amount of exits available which lead on to safe escape 
routes.  
 
Place illuminated safety signage around the Festival to lead those who are evacuating the site to safe areas.  
 
Install appropriate means of fire detection in the TDS and any Portacabins.  
 
Install emergency lighting in the TDS and any Portacabins and ensure the Festival site is well lit.   
 
Ensure the Emergency Plans are communicated to all Employees and Contractors.  
 

 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION    Not at this stage 
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Appendix 3 

 

Objections 
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Appendix 4 

 

 

Letters of Support
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